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Futures, Integrated Media, 

Indigenous Visual Culture  

and Criticism and  

Curatorial Practice at  

ocadu.ca/admissions
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Off Screen

MOCA • Basma Alsharif • Feb 14 - April 14 - p.28

Vtape • Emilijia Škarnulytė • Apr 10 - May 3- p.37
curated by lisa steele

Mercer Union • Beatrice Gibson • Apr 11 - June 1 - p.39
curated by Julia paoli

On Screen

Opening Night • Rory Pilgrim • Apr 11 - p.53

still/here • Christopher Harris • Apr 12 - p.55
 

Canadian Spotlight • KC Wei • Apr 13 & 24 - p.60, p.76-80

QUICK GUIDE
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On Screen

Citizens of the Cosmos • Anton Vidokle • Apr 15 - p.67

Colectivo Los Ingrávidos • Apr 16 - p.69

Closing Night • Outer Worlds • Apr 18 - p.74-75
curated by Janine marchesseault

Live

We Are In A Non-Relationship Relationship
Lido Pimienta • Apr 12 - p.56

Keynote Lecture • Charles Mudede • Apr 13 - p.57
 

Heat • Aisha Sasha John • Apr 13 - p.61
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on screen programs
$12 general admission
$6 students/seniors/underemployed

opening nighT, closing nighT and liVe
$15 general admission
$10 students/seniors/underemployed

pay WhaT you can eVenTs
$5–15 suggested donation

public programs and educaTion 
(see p.24-25 for more deTails)
free
To reserve spaces for your class or group, contact: 
images@imagesfestival.com 

all ticket prices include hsT. 

adVance TickeTs 
advance tickets are available online at imagesfestival.com 
starting march 6

same day TickeTs
same day tickets (if available) will go on sale at the appropriate 
venue starting one hour before the event. cash and credit cards 
accepted.

indiVidual membership - $60/$40 (sTudenTs/seniors)
•	 one festival pass
•	 one limited edition images Tote bag
•	 preferred box office privileges (reserved tickets for members 

until 15mins before curtain)
•	 images festival membership is non-voting 

hoW To order your fesTiVal pass
in person: at the advance box office during the festival
email: membership@imagesfestival.com 
online: www.imagesfestival.com/membership
payment: Visa, mastercard, american express, paypal

*some resTricTions apply. 
festival passes unfortunately do not guarantee admission to every 
presentation. please see individual programs for more details 
regarding festival pass restrictions.

Vouchers redeemable beginning april 11 at the advance box 
office. Vouchers not redeemable via the images online store. 
While admission with voucher is free, it doesn’t guarantee you 
a seat. We recommend arriving at least 30 minutes before the 
scheduled start time to redeem vouchers. Vouchers not valid for 
opening and closing night.

GETTING YOUR TICKETS

Please make charitable donations at canadahelps.org.   
Charitable registration number is #12741 8762 RR0001.  

sTaTemenT on age resTricTion 
admittance to all screenings is restricted to those 18 years of age 
or older. images festival believes in freedom of artistic expression 
and is against discrimination on the basis of age. however, under 
the ontario Theatres act, film and video festivals are required to 
adopt a blanket adult rating in order to hold public screenings 
without having to submit all works for prior classification. film 
and video are the only forms of expression subject to this kind of 
censorship system in ontario. images festival complies with the 
ontario Theatres act under protest.

code of conducT 
all community participants, including members and guests 
of members, event hosts, sponsors, presenters, exhibitors and 
attendees, are expected to abide by the images festival code of 
conduct and cooperate with organizers who enforce it. images 
festival insists that everyone who uses the spaces remains 
mindful of, and takes responsibility for, their speech and behavior. 
We embrace respect and concern for the free expression of 
others, but will not tolerate words or actions that are racist, 
sexist, homophobic, ageist, classist, transphobic, cissexist, or 
ableist. respecting physical and emotional boundaries, we do not 
accept oppressive behavior, harassment, destructive behavior, or 
exclusionary actions.
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1. 401 Richmond (accessible)
a space, 110
bachir/yerex presentation space, 440
gallery 44, 120
images festival, 309
Trinity square Video, 121
VTape, 452
Tangled art + disability, 122

2. Artscape Youngplace - 180 Shaw St 
(accessible)
koffler gallery, 104-105
critical distance, 302
small World music centre, 101

3. Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) 
(accessible)
158 sterling rd

4. Art Gallery of York University (AGYU) 
(accessible)
8 accolade east building, york university
4700 keele street

5. Goethe Institut-Toronto (accessible)
goethe media space
100 university ave., north Tower, 2nd floor

6. Super 8 Hotel (accessible)
222 spadina avenue

7. Innis Town Hall (accessible)
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

8. The Royal Cinema (accessible, except 
washrooms)
608 college st
 
9. Gallery TPW (accessible)
170 st helens ave
 
10. Mercer Union, A Centre
for Contemporary Art (accessible)
1286 bloor st W 

11. The Baby G (accessible)
1608 dundas st W

12. The Costume House (not accessible)
165 geary ave, 
2nd floor, unit a

13. UNIT 2 (accessible)
163 sterling rd

14. Td Arts Wall (accessible)
Td bay and Queen branch
394 bay st

15. Support (partially accessible)
260b clarence st
london, on

16. Cinesphere (accessible)
955 lake shore blvd W

1.

6.

5.

14.

16.

3.

9.

10.

13.

12.

11.

7.

2.

8.
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execuTiVe direcTor
heather keung

arTisTic direcTor
steffanie ling 

operaTions manager
barbora racevičiūtė
 
programming coordinaTor
sarah-Tai black 

adVerTising sales manager
milada kovacova

communicaTions coordinaTor
emily fitzpatrick

communiTy deVelopmenT 
coordinaTor
aaditya aggarwal

graphic design 
sébastien aubin

prinT producTion coordinaTor
Tetyana herych

Web
1pm

programming assisTanT
aaron moore

box office manager & fesTiVal 
assisTanT
Jeremy saya

guesT serVices coordinaTor
amanda lindenbach

VolunTeer manager
Victoria kucher 

fronT of house
amanda clarke

eVenT manager 
brittany higgens

copy ediTor
andrew Wilmot

bookkeeper
amanda Whitney (young associates)

audiTor 
david burkes, c.a.

Trailer 
stephanie comilang

pause
ellis sam

coVer image
cauleen smith, Sojourner, 2018

prinTer
Tc Transcontinental printing

board of direcTors
mélanie lê phan (chair)
michael chisholm (Treasurer)
Julieta maria (secretary)
ariana ayoub
Jaclyn bruneau
Julia huynh
manolo lugo
mani mazinani
dylan reibling
max rothschild

adVisory board
emelie chhangur (Toronto) 
sara diamond (Toronto)
atom egoyan (Toronto) 
marc glassman (Toronto) 
shai heredia (bangalore)
Janine marchessault (Toronto) 
robyn mccallum (Toronto) 
charlotte mickie (Toronto)
andrea picard (Toronto) 
Jody shapiro (Toronto) 
michael snow (Toronto)

STAFF AnD BOARD
staff photos by fraser m

ccallum
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images fesTiVal Would like To acknoWledge
The land on which we gather and organize is the territory of the anishinaabe, haudenosaunee, 
huron-Wendat and the mississaugas of the new credit first nation. Today, the meeting place of 
Toronto is the home to many indigenous people.  
 
a territorial acknowledgement can demonstrate a coming to awareness, and provoke thought 
and reflection, all of which are essential in beginning to establish reciprocal relations. This 
acknowledgement should not function as closure, resignation, or acceptance of the structural 
conditions of settler colonialism that remain in effect today. The images festival will continue to 
ask what it means for us to keep open a spirit of sustained inquiry into the complexities of our 
situation.

images fesTiVal 
images showcases artistic excellence in contemporary moving image culture through screenings, 
exhibitions and performances, while providing artists with a supportive and professional forum 
in which to present their work and to connect with each other, with curators and programmers, 
and audiences. The images festival is produced by northern Visions independent film and Video 
association, a registered charitable organization since June 10, 1988. 
 
our mission 
images festival is an artist-driven festival that expands traditional definitions and understandings 
of media art by experimenting with a multiplicity of artistic forms. 
 
images festival presents, promotes and pushes the boundaries of contemporary moving image 
culture. 
 
images festival  raises the profile of independent media art to develop critical engagement for 
canadian and international artists and audiences.

AcknowLedgement 
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This year marks a significant change at images as we welcome an outstanding new team: artistic director 
steffanie ling, operations manager barbora racevičiūtė, and programming coordinator sarah-Tai black. it 
has been a personally transformative experience to work alongside these three amazing women, to imagine our 
future and to see the latest iteration of images take shape. Thank you so much to all of our funders, partners, 
community, board, and staff who have devoted a tremendous amount of time and energy to make this year a 
success. 

While there are a lot of fresh faces, you can still count on the strength and range of programs that you have come 
to know and love. This week includes an array of experimental screenings and performances, with exhibitions 
happening throughout the spring season. our showcase builds on conversations and connections between 
contemporary art and film, weaving in and out and breaking apart social, political, formal, generational, and 
geographical boundaries.

inspired by the 2019 artistic direction, the themes of solidarity and empathy resonate throughout all of our 
activities, including our free artists talks, tours, the festival hub, and more. our goals this year are prioritizing 
access and inclusion, increasing our community outreach, and growing programs like research forum to further 
build relationships with new generations of artists, thinkers, and leaders. 

There is an urgency to this work! and our vision is simple: to provide artists and audiences with a supportive 
and critical forum to connect with each other. The time to come together is now. Welcome to the 32nd annual 
images festival! 

heather keung, executive director

weLcome
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i am nervous and excited to welcome you to 32nd edition of the images festival. our programming team, sarah-
Tai black, aaron moore, and myself are proud to have worked on this edition, which continues to engage moving 
image at the intersection of installation, media, experimental pedagogies, political form, and emerging practices. 

beyond the task of presenting, we admit to other agendas. What we want to explore this year are possibilities 
for artists, renters, collectives, and people with means and access to a community galvanized around moving 
image to locate mutuality in a province that has swung to the right. Through the texture of difference and radical 
friendship, is it possible to become a meaningful adversary against the primary effacement of all that could let us 
live, distinct and discursive, crispy and comfy, in communal luxury? 

i used to have this ongoing joke/complaint about a lack of quality nemeses because i mostly wanted to bicker 
recreationally about film, but it’s easy enough to login and trounce a nerd misogynist on film Twitter. in truth, 
it’s far easier, convenient, and natural to make enemies than allies. i want to laugh with my enemy. i want my 
enemy to be my friend and my friend to play my enemy, productively, meaningfully, interchangeably, as we broach 
capital, collusion, complicity, organizations, the sun, burning out, the sun burning out, alienation, joy, freedom, 
alleged freedoms, awkwardness, secrets, survival, sincerity, privilege, debt, reclamation, and misunderstandings. 

What do i mean by by radical friendship though? it’s just a term i made up because the inefficacy of “allyship” 
has been on my mind. a praxis of allyship strikes anxiety (if not indignant indifference, or static guilt) in the heart 
of the privileged. radical friendship must depart from this, as friendship is built on whatever means we have and 
whatever means necessary to be a singular adversary. how experimental moving image could actually attend to 
these inquiries is ultimately limited but none the less provoked in each of our programs, our means to convene 
and interrogate the convenient discourses. if we consider a material and class analysis, it deepens the notion of 
moving images and cinema as perhaps the most resonant art form in a screen-addled society. This relationship 
with moving images, whether streaming video, surveillance, self-check out, repertory cinema or the marvel 
universe, is precisely the fluency we already possess to parse the critical humanity extended in the thinking and 
necessary work of the artists participating in this year’s festival. 

We are excited to present works that employ humor as anti-capitalist technique, spiritual utopianism to counter 
neoliberal transparency, and poignant meetings with populism. To those of us wavering at the threshold of 
participation, these works offer brazen proposals to think, speak and act. 

Welcome, friends, at times my enemies, at times my friend, to the 32nd edition of images festival. We thank 
you in advance of for your kind attention. i’m excited by the possibilities that may come within, and without, 
the cinema. 

steffanie ling, artistic director
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The fesTiVal acknoWledges The ongoing 
supporT of our parTners in The public 
secTor
youssef el Jai, line dezainde, pao Quang yeh, linda 
norstrom (cca); paula shewchuk (heritage); mark 
haslam, carolyn Vesely & lisa Wöhrle (oac); caroline 
polgrabia (ontario ministry Tourism, culture & sport); 
Waqar khan (employment ontario); John dippong 
& risa Veffer (Telefilm); claire hopkinson, beth 
reynolds & peter kingstone (Tac).

special Thanks To sponsors & aWards 
sponsors 
kim fullerton (akimbo); greg Woodbury & ross 
Turnbull (csV); lauren howes, genne spears & 
Jesse brossoit (cfmdc); Jennie robinson faber 
(dmg); mia nielsen (drake art); Justin lovell (frame 
discreet); henry farber (gamma space); phil hoffman 
(independent imaging retreat); emmanuel madan 
(imaa); Jason ryle & soufian Jalili (imaginenaTiVe); 
chris kennedy & renata mohammed (lifT); sara 
diamond & Winnie Wong (ocadu); Tak pham 
(ocadu career launchers); annette hegel & zoë 
mallet (saW Video); indu Vashist (saVac); amar 
Wala (scarborough pictures); luis ferreira (sheridan 
college); lindsey kesel & Tim mclaughlin (steam 
Whistle); susan shackleton (super 8 hotel); deanna 
Wong & chris chin (reel asian); david plant (Trinity 
square Video); kass banning & corinn columpar (u 
of T cinema studies); deirdre logue, lisa steele, kim 
Tomczak & Wanda Vanderstoop (Vtape); caitlin fisher, 
barbara evans & lauren o’brien (york university).

a huge Thanks To our indispensable local 
and naTional colleagues 
margie zeidler (401 richmond); emelie chhangur 
& alissa firth-eagland (agyu); rebecca mcgowan 
& Vicky moufawad-paul (a space gallery); cason 
sharpe (art metropole); sarah-Tai black (black 
gold); susan Jama (band); caitlin mclean 
(border crossings); kate monro & Jaclyn bruneau 
(c magazine); eve lafountain (calarts); nicholas 
brown (canadian art); Jesse brossoit (cfmdc); april 
Thompson & Josh mao (cineworks); Jennifer scott 
(cinemascope); shani k parsons (critical distance 
centre for curators); david burkes (david burkes 
ca); Waseem dabdoub (costume house); katy 
mccormick & daniel schrempf (doc now); shannon 
cochrane (fado); debbie ebanks schlums (fabulous 
festival of fringe film); alana Traficante, heather 
rigg & maegan broadhurst (gallery 44); kim simon 
& daniella sanader (gallery TpW); uwe rau, Jutta 
brendemühl & sven pinczewski (goethe-institut 
Toronto); patrice James (ifco); eyan logan (innis 
Town hall); rachel Weldon (kelp management); mona 
filip & Tony hewer (koffler gallery); barbara gilbert 

(le labo); november paynter (moca); ben donoghue 
& adriana rosselli (mano/ramo); peter sandmark 
(medianet/flux media gallery); Julia paoli, york 
lethbridge & aamna muzaffar (mercer union); 
holly cunningham (near north mobile media lab); 
Tony merzetti & cat leblanc (nb silver Wave film 
festival (nb silver Wave film festival [sWff]); asad 
raza (necessary angel Theatre company); denise 
ryner (or gallery); kelly neall (ottawa international 
animation festival); amy mitchell & Jessica mulvogue 
(outer Worlds); Theresa stater (pleasure dome); 
sabrina russo (prefix ica); simon Vidoczy (royal 
cinema); dr. blake fitzpatrick (school of image arts, 
ryerson university); allan lochhead (slate art guide); 
Tegan moore (support); stuart keeler (Td bank 
group); cyn rozeboom & sean lee (Tangled art + 
disability); ginger carlson (Truck contemporary 
art in calgary); barbora racevičiūtė (the8fest); dale 
duncan (u of T John h daniels faculty of architecture, 
landscape & design); daniel mack (uniT 2); shauna 
oddleifson (the university of british columbia); daina 
Warren & liz garlicki (urban shaman contemporary 
aboriginal art); emma hendrix (Video pool media arts 
centre); Video out; pablo de ocampo (Western front); 
greg klymkiw & monica lowe (Winnipeg film group); 
scott miller berry & sara kelly (Workman arts); ana 
barajas (yyz artists’ outlet).

and Thanks To The folloWing 
inTernaTional organizaTions
maxim de nooij (andriesse eyck galerie); Julian ross 
(international film festival rotterdam), helena kritis 
(beursschouwburg and international film festival 
rotterdam); michael blair (electronic arts intermix); 
ekrem serdar (squeaky Wheel); dalina perdomo 
(Video data bank); kristen fitzpatrick & colleen 
o’shea (Women make movies); Vincent paul-boncour 
(carlotta films); nicola mazzanti, daniella Vidanovski 
(cinematek, belgium) & isabella reicher (sixpackfilm); 
Théo deliyannis (collectif Jeune cinéma). 
 
and The folloWing indiViduals
faraz anoushahpour, lise beaudry, Jesse cumming, 
adam khalil, iris ng, madeleine molyneaux, lily Jue 
sheng, and benson black

special Thanks To The founding board of 
direcTors of The images fesTiVal
richard fung, marc glassman, annette mangaard, 
Janine marchessault, paulette phillips, kim Tomczak, 
and ross Turnbull.

thank yous
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Join us for our annual images awards ceremony 
preceding closing night screening (p.73), where our 
esteemed jury announce the winners of the 2019 
images festival awards.

more WiTh less aWard
sponsored by cfmdc, charles street Video, dames 
making games, gamma space, imaginenaTiVe, 
lifT, reel asian, saW Video, Trinity square Video, 
and anonymous. established in 2015 to honour scott 
miller berry (images staff from 2001-2015), this award 
goes to a work that best demonstrates a resourceful 
artistic intent, doing more with less. $1,500 cash.

ocadu off screen aWard 
awarded to the best off screen installation in
the festival. $500 cash.

sTeam WhisTle homebreW aWard
honours excellence and promise in a local artist. $500 
cash and a steam Whistle prize package.

oVerkill aWard
sponsored by an anonymous donor. established in 2000 
to honour former executive director deirdre logue. 
To an artist whose work is impervious to constraints – 
willful, unruly and uncontrollable. $500 cash.

marian mcmahon akimbo aWard
sponsored by akimbo art promotion. awarded 
to a woman filmmaker to honour strong work in 
autobiography, complexity of “subject” and the spirit 
of marian mcmahon. The recipient is funded to attend 
the annual independent imaging retreat (film farm) 
and workshop in mount forest, ontario. $500 in-kind 
transfer services courtesy of frame discreet.

york uniVersiTy aWard for besT sTudenT 
Work on screen
sponsored by york university’s department of 
cinema & media arTs. awarded to the best 
student work on screen. $500 cash.

Jury

michèle pearson clarke is a Trinidad-born artist who 
works in photography, film, video and installation. she 
is currently a contract lecturer in the documentary 
media studies program at ryerson university, and she 
is a finalist for the Toronto friends of the Visual arts 
2019 artist prize.

priya sen works as a filmmaker and artist across film/ 
video, sound and installation. she has worked with 
experimental media practices in collectives, as well 
as taught experimental film. her work with film and 
sound tends to centre around questions of form and 
urban ethnography; she is trying to explore itinerant 
and egalitarian film forms. ‘yeh / This freedom life’ 
is her first feature documentary. she lives and works 
in new delhi.

lydia ogwang is a writer, and a member of Tiff's 
festival programming team based in Toronto, 
ontario, canada. she was formerly a senior editor at 
cléo journal and has written for cinema scope, The 
brooklyn rail, Tiff’s The review, bamcinématek, 
and others.

Awards 
Thu april 18, 8pm
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april 11–18, 2019 

dear friends: 
i am pleased to extend my warmest greetings 
to everyone attending the 32nd images festival. 

This festival gives artists from across canada 
and around the world an opportunity to 
showcase their work. i am certain that 
everyone in attendance will be inspired by the 
screenings, exhibitions, and performances 
planned for this event. 

i would like to thank the organizers for bringing 
this event to the community. 

please accept my best wishes for a memorable 
festival. 

sincerely, 

The Rt. Hon. Justin P.J. Trudeau, P.C., M.P. Prime 
Minister of Canada 

du 11 au 18 aVril 2019 

chères amies, chers amis, 
Je suis heureux de présenter mes salutations 
les plus chaleureuses à celles et ceux qui 
assistent au 32e festival images. 

ce festival permet à des artistes de partout au 
canada et du monde entier de présenter leurs 
œuvres. Je suis convaincu que les visiteurs 
seront inspirés par les représentations, les 
expositions et les performances prévues lors de 
cet événement. 

Je remercie les organisateurs de présenter cet 
événement à la collectivité. 

Je souhaite à toutes et à tous un festival des 
plus mémorables. 

cordialement, 

Le très hon. Justin P. J. Trudeau, C.P., député 
Premier ministre du Canada 
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The arts have the power to unite us, to spark dialogue, and to 
offer unforgettable human experiences. They are crucial to our 
individual and collective actualization.

With its growing support for a dynamic, renewed, and diverse 
artistic scene, the canada council for the arts contributes to 
making canadian creativity accessible to all canadians and to 
extending its outreach beyond all borders.

The canada council for the arts is pleased to support images 
festival and sends along its best wishes for success.

Director and CEO
Simon Brault, O.C., O.Q.

les arts ont le pouvoir de nous réunir, de susciter des échanges et 
de nous faire vivre des expériences humaines marquantes. ils sont 
essentiels à notre épanouissement individuel et collectif.

avec son soutien croissant à une scène artistique et littéraire 
dynamique, renouvelée et diversifiée, le conseil des arts du 
canada contribue à rendre la création d’ici accessible à tous les 
citoyens et à la faire rayonner au-delà de toutes les frontières.

le conseil des arts du canada est heureux de soutenir images 
festival et vous souhaite d’en profiter pleinement.

Le directeur et chef de la direction
Simon Brault, O.C., O.Q.
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on behalf of the board and staff of the ontario arts council 
(oac), i wish you all a very warm welcome to the 32nd edition of 
the images festival.

since its inception, the images festival has prided itself on 
presenting daring, thought-provoking and exploratory works in 
moving image culture. The festival’s screenings, performances 
and events provide a platform for emerging and established artists 
from across the province to showcase their work and network with 
peers from other regions in canada and abroad.  

The ontario arts council is proud to support a festival that 
connects ontario audiences and creators with groundbreaking 
works. 

congratulations to the festival’s organizers and all featured artists. 

au nom du conseil d’administration et du personnel du conseil 
des arts de l’ontario (cao), je vous souhaite tous une très 
chaleureuse bienvenue à la 32e édition du festival images.

depuis sa création, le festival images présente avec fierté des 
œuvres  audacieuses, exploratoires et aptes à susciter la réflexion 
dans le domaine de la culture des images en mouvement. les 
projections, performances et événements du festival servent de 
plate-forme permettant aux artistes émergents et établis des 
quatre coins de la province de mettre en valeur leurs œuvres et de 
travailler en réseau avec des collègues provenant d’autres régions 
du canada et de l’étranger.

le conseil des arts de l’ontario est fier d’appuyer ce festival, qui 
fait connaître aux publics et aux créateurs de l’ontario des œuvres 
révolutionnaires.

félicitations aux organisateurs du festival et à tous les artistes 
invités.

Rita Davies
Chair, Ontario Arts Council
Présidente, Conseil des arts de l’Ontario

Welcome to the 2019 images festival, an event that expands 
the boundaries of media and moving image art. for eight days, 
the city will host numerous showcases featuring new works by 
talented local, canadian and international artists. 

our government understands the power of the arts in telling the 
many diverse stories that make up the canada experience, which 
is why we are proud to support this annual event. as minister 
of canadian heritage and multiculturalism, i’d like to thank 
the organizers, artists and volunteers who helped organize this 
dynamic festival. 

bienvenue à images 2019, un festival qui repousse les frontières 
des médias et de l’art de l’image en mouvement. pendant huit 
jours, Toronto accueillera quantité de vitrines mettant en vedette 
les nouvelles œuvres de talentueux artistes des scènes locale, 
nationale et internationale.

notre gouvernement sait que les arts sont un outil puissant 
pour raconter les histoires qui nous définissent en tant que 
canadiens, et c’est pourquoi nous sommes fiers d’appuyer ce 
rendez-vous annuel. À titre de ministre du patrimoine canadien 
et du multiculturalisme, je tiens à remercier les organisateurs, 
les artistes et les bénévoles qui assurent la présentation de ce 
dynamique festival.

The Honourable / L’honorable
Pablo Rodriguez
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Welcome to the 32nd annual images festival. Toronto arts council 
is delighted to support this groundbreaking, interdisciplinary 
festival. 

The city of Toronto, through Toronto arts council, invests public 
funds in the arts to bring the highest quality artistic programming 
to millions of Toronto residents and visitors. We recognize the 
work that images festival does to nurture local and canadian 
independent media artists, and applaud it for providing a forum 
for exceptional narratives and exploratory forms of creation 
through the screenings, exhibitions and performances that it 
showcases.

congratulations to the artists, staff and volunteers at images 
festival. enjoy the shows!

Je vous souhaite la bienvenue à la 32ème édition du festival images. 
le conseil des arts de Toronto est heureux de soutenir ce festival 
innovateur et interdisciplinaire.

la Ville de Toronto, par le biais du conseil des arts, investit dans 
les arts afin d’assurer que la programmation artistique du plus 
haut calibre puisse être accédée par de millions de résidents et de 
visiteurs à chaque année. nous reconnaissons le travail que fait le 
festival images pour épanouir les œuvres d’artistes indépendants 
Torontois et canadiens et nous l’applaudissons pour la création 
d’une plateforme à travers laquelle une myriade d’histoires 
exceptionnelles et nouvelles formes de création peuvent être 
explorées.

félicitations aux artistes, à l’équipe et aux bénévoles. bon festival! 

 

Claire Hopkinson, M.S.M.
Director and CEO, Toronto Arts Council
Directrice Générale, Conseil des arts
de l’Ontario

festivals play a vital role in ensuring that canadian films from all 
corners of our country are discovered and enjoyed. 

at Telefilm canada, we are committed to seeing even bigger. 

We are committed to diversity, which is one of our great canadian 
traits. We encourage the next generation of artists to create their 
first feature films. We are thrilled to see indigenous filmmakers 
have increasingly more support, and that our industry has come 
together around the shared goal of gender parity. These voices will 
make canada’s rich cultural heritage even more dynamic.

Thank you, and congratulations to the images festival and to all 
those who work to bring our diversity to the screen! 

les festivals de films jouent un rôle essentiel en donnant la 
chance aux cinéphiles de tous les coins du pays de découvrir et 
d’apprécier les films canadiens.

À Téléfilm canada, nous nous sommes engagés à voir plus grand 
encore.

nous misons principalement sur la diversité, une grande richesse 
canadienne. nous encourageons la relève qui peut ainsi oser 
réaliser ses premiers longs métrages. les cinéastes autochtones 
bénéficient d’une aide plus importante, et l’industrie tout entière 
s’est mobilisée pour que nous puissions atteindre notre objectif 
commun de la parité hommes-femmes. nous sommes confiants 
que les voix des différentes communautés sauront dynamiser ce 
riche héritage culturel.  

merci et félicitations au festival images ainsi qu’à tous ceux et 
celles qui portent notre diversité à l’écran! 

Christa Dickenson
Executive Director, Telefilm Canada
Directrice générale, Téléfilm Canada    
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All part of our FREE public programming since moving into new digs.
Don’t miss another thing! Go to vtape.org and see What’s On

THE SOURCE FOR VIDEO
distribution+preservation+research

CALL (416) 351-1317
info@vtape.org  

SARAH ABBOTT DANIELADAMS HIBA ALI SANDY AMERIO MIEKE BAL 
SHARLENE BAMBOAT JEREMIAH BARBER DANIEL BARROW
COOPER BATTERSBY LOUISE BOURQUE SUZANNE CAINES 

COLIN CAMPBELL  MADELYNE BECKLES LISE BEAUDRY LISA BIRKE
KEVIN LEE BURTON NAO BUSTAMANTE JENNIFER CHAN  LESLEY LOKSI  CHAN

VINCENT CHEVALIER DANIEL COCKBURN JONATHAN CULP THIRZA CUTHAND
MARIE DAUVERNÉ FANG DI CAROLYN DOUCETTE CALLA DUROSE-MOYA

STEVEN EASTWOOD SHAHRAM ENTEKHABI VERA FRENKEL LINDSAY FISHER
RICHARD FUNG JOHAN GRIMONPREZ MONA HATOUM ISABELLE HAYEUR
ALEXANDRA HICKOX MARLA HLADY ZOE LEE HOPKINS OLIVER HUSAIN

THE HOLIDAY MOVIE INITIATIVE KATHERINE JERKOVIC GUNILLA JOSEPHSON
JESI JORDAN ALISON S.M.KOBAYASHI MARY KUNUK WILL KWAN

JEAN-MARC LARIVIÈRE SERENA LEE MARIA LEGAULT DEIRDRE LOGUE  
TERRA JEAN LONG JORGE LOZANO ALVIN LUONG MAHA MAAMOUN

NAHED MANSOUR JULIA MELTZER ALLYSON MITCHELL ELLEN MOFFAT
GORDON MONAHAN KENT MONKMAN TOVA MOZARD YOSHIKI NISHIMURA  

ALISON O’DANIEL ARIELLA PAHLKE MARNIE PARRELL ANDREW JAMES PATERSON
GUILLERMO GÓMEZ PEÑA STEVE REINKE CHERYL RONDEAU BELIT SAG

LYNX SAINTE-MARIE LARISSA SANSOUR YUDI SEWRAJ TOM SHERMAN
SKAWENNATI ISABELL SPENGLER KAREN TAM DAVID THORNE EVAN TYLER

NADINE VALCIN EMILY VEY DUKE MAXIMILLIAN SUILLEROT WILKE  
MARTHA WILSON G0RD0N WONG PAUL WONG ANGELA WILLETTS

WINSTON XIN AKRAM ZAATARI CURATED BY NOOR ALÈ VIBRAFUSIONLAB:
DAVID BOBIER BUNKER 2 CALL AGAIN: HENRY HENG LU&WINNIE WU MEL DAY

DR. LAUREN FOURNIER MASAKI KONDO ALMUDENA ESCOBAR LÓPEZ 
LEWIS KAYE SOPHIE & ISABELLE LYNCH CLAUDIA MATTOS CAROLINA REIS      

THE SHELL PROJECTS: BARBORA RACEVICIUTE & MAEGAN BROADHURST
DANIELLA SANADER TORONTO ANIMATED IMAGE SOCIETY SINCE APRIL 2017

˘

˘ – .
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an Ontario government agency
un organisme du gouvernement de l’Ontario

RENDEZVOUS WITH MADNESS FESTIVAL
WHERE ART, FILM & MINDS MEET
OCTOBER 10 - 20, 2019
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS NOW OPEN
NO FEES TO SUBMIT | ARTIST FEES PAID 
WORKMANARTS.COM

FAULT LINES
LEALA HEWAK & LAURA SHINTANI
MAY 3 - JUNE 15; OPENING: MAY 3, 6-8 PM 
A TANGLED ARTS + DISABILITY & 
WORKMAN ARTS CO-PRESENTATION
WORKMANARTS.COM | TANGLEDARTS.ORG
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HAT YOU GONNA DO W

HEN THE W
ORLD’S ON FIRE? 

KINO LORBER

KINOLORBER.COM • KLSTUDIOCLASSICS.COM

COMING TO 
THEATERS

IN JANUARY

COMING TO 
THEATERS

IN
JANUARY

COMING TO 
THEATERS

IN
FEBRUARY

ON BLU-RAY & DVD

PRESENTSWINTER
2019

KINOLORBER.COM

P M  # 0 0 4 0 0 4 8 6 4 7

CAN/US $5.95 

D I S P L AY  U N T I L 
A P R .  3 0 ,  2 0 1 9

RITA MCKEOUGH : WORKS
This critical monograph documents McKeough’s collaborative 
artistic process and pedagogy from the late 1970s on; her 
interactions with visual and media arts communities in 
Halifax, Toronto, Vancouver, and Calgary, particularly 
alternative music and performance scenes; and the audio, 
installation and performance work that is her ongoing 
contribution to the contemporary Canadian art community. 

EDITOR: Diana Sherlock

AUTHORS: Anthea Black, Eli D. Campanaro, Elizabeth Diggon, Johanna 
Householder, Areum Kim, Cheryl L’Hirondelle, Deidre Logue, Jude Major, 
Rita McKeough, Jeanne Randolph, Mary Scott

PUBLISHERS: EMMEDIA Gallery & Production Society, M:ST Performative 
Art Festival, TRUCK Contemporary Art in Calgary

Includes publication and vinyl record with five audio works drawn from 
installations and performances, and one new composition. A limited 
number of publications include an artist multiple by Rita McKeough called 
“Good Grief” (2018).

OwensArtGallery
MountAllisonUniversity
theOwens/ 

To order visit www.truck.ca/shop
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cma.ampd.yorku.ca

The Shirley Card 
Sonya Mwambu, BFA Hon. 19
Best Alternative Film Award  
at Cinesiege

BA BFA MA MFA PhD
Film Production
Media Arts
Screenwriting
Cinema and Media Studies

change the 
world through 
your creativity

GOETHE FILMS 
@ TIFF Bell Lightbox

Bringing the best of German film 
to Toronto audiences
 “One of Toronto’s better-kept 
arthouse secrets.” – blogTO.com

Photo © Schramm Film Koerner & Weber

www.goethe.de/canada/germanfilm

Past Forward: 
Directors before Cannes 
May 7, 9, 14: 
Maren Ade, Valeska Grisebach, 
Ulrich Köhler



24 Thu April 11 Fri April 12 Sat April 13 Sun April 14

12pm

1pm

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

11pm

ON SCREEN
opening nighT 
software garden
The royal cinema
p.53

AFTER PARTY
dJ eTcallshome
korea Town acid
The baby g

ARTIST TALK
emilija Škarnulytė
bachir/yerex presentation 
space
p.37

ON SCREEN
feeling resistance
innis Town hall
p.54

OPENING RECEPTION
beatrice gibson
mercer union
p.39           ON SCREEN

still/here
innis Town

hall
p.55

LIVE
lido pimienta
moca
p.56

AFTER PARTY
dre ngozi
unit 2

GALLERY TOUR
led by geneviève Wallen
401 richmond  suite 440
p.24-25

ARTIST TALK 
pamila matharu
a space
p.31

KEYNOTE
charles mudede
innis Town hall 
p.57

ON SCREEN
notes on being 
innis Town hall
p.58-59

ON SCREEN
canadian spotlight: 
murky colours 
innis Town hall
p.60

LIVE
aisha sasha John 
The costume house
p.61

AFTER PARTY
dJ set by stephanie 
comilang
The costume house

GALLERY TOUR
artscape youngplace 
p.24-25

ARTIST TALK
nicole kelly Westman 
critical distance
p.38

ARTIST TALK
kc Wei
in conversation with 
merray gerges
small World music centre
p.60

ON SCREEN
byron peters:
anti-racist mathematics and 
other stories 
innis Town hall
p.62

ON SCREEN
empty metal 
innis Town hall
p.63

ON SCREEN
The diaspora suite 
innis Town hall
p.64
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12pm

1pm

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

11pm

Mon April 15 Tue April 16 Wed April 17 Thu April 18

ON SCREEN
matter 
innis Town hall
p.65

ON SCREEN
gary
innis Town hall
p.66

ON SCREEN
squere
innis Town hall
p.67

ARTIST TALK
sarah pupo
in conversation with
nasrin himada
bachir/yerex 
presentation space
p.36

ON SCREEN
all That is solid 
innis Town hall
p.68

ON SCREEN
interior  mythologies 
innis Town hall
p.69

ON SCREEN
michael keshane
bachir/yerex presentation 
space
p.70

PUBLIC PRESENTATION
images research 
forum
gallery TpW
p.24-25

OPENING RECEPTION
arnait ikajurtigiit
Women helping each other 
agyu
p.40

ARTIST TALK + RECEPTION
4 Waters: deep implicancy
denise ferreira da silva and 
arjuna neuman
gallery TpW
p.30
 

ARTIST TALK
arnait Video collective
in conversation with 
candice hopkins
bachir/yerex presentation
space p.40

ON SCREEN 
domestic cinema 
innis Town hall
p.71

STUdENT PROGRAM
innis Town hall
p.72-73

CLOSING NIGHT + 
AWARdS
outer Worlds
cinesphere
p. 74-75

AFTER PARTY 
myst milano
cinesphere
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All Week

12-5pm

closed sun-mon

Thu Apr 11

11pm-2am

Fri Apr 12

12pm

10pm

10pm-2am

Sat Apr 13

12pm

1pm

3pm

afTer parTy

arTisT Talk

performance

afTer parTy

Tour

arTisT Talk

keynoTe

fesTiVal hub + mediaTheQue

The festival hub is the perfect spot 
to meet up before, between, and 
after events to grab a snack and 
hang out! 

dJ eTcallshome
korea ToWn acid

emiliJa ŠkarnulyTĖ 
p.37

lido pimienTa p.56

dre ngozi

gallery Tour led by
geneviève Wallen

pamila maTharu p.31

charles mudede p.57

bachir/yerex
presenTaTion space
401 richmond st W
suite 440 

artists talks at this venue are
co-presented with Vtape.

The baby g
1608 dundas st W

bachir/yerex
presenTaTion space
401 richmond st W
suite 440 

moca
158 sterling rd

uniT 2
163 sterling rd

401 richmond st W
suite 440

a space
401 richmond st W
suite 110 

innis ToWn hall
2 sussex ave

10pm

11pm

Sun Apr 14

1pm

performance

afTer parTy

Tour

aisha sasha John
p.61

dJ set by sTephanie comilang

gallery Tour led by 
geneviève Wallen

The cosTume house
165 geary ave
2nd floor, unit a

The cosTume house
165 geary ave 
2nd floor, unit a

arTscape youngplace
180 shaw st

EVENTS, PUBLIC PROGRAMS  
AND EDUCATION
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1:30pm

3pm

Tue Apr 16

12pm

Wed Apr 17

12pm

arTisT Talk

arTisT Talk
in conVersaTion

in conVersaTion

arTisT Talk + screening

nicole kelly WesTman
p.38

kc Wei
with merray gerges
p.60 & p.78-80

sarah pupo 
with nasrin himada
p.36

michael keshane p.70

criTical disTance
180 shaw st
suite 302

small World 
music cenTre
180 shaw st, studio 101

bachir/yerex
presenTaTion space
401 richmond st W
suite 440

bachir/yerex
presenTaTion space
401 richmond st W
suite 440

3pm

7:30pm

Thu Apr 18

12pm

8pm

11pm-2am

public presenTaTion

arTisT Talk + opening

in conVersaTion

aWards

afTer parTy

educaTion

images research forum 

an open discussion hosted by 
the participants of 2019 images 
research forum. research 
forum is an educational initiative 
that invites a cohort of moving 
image practitioners to partake in 
seminars, collective conversations 
and research in the context of the 
festival. led by ekrem serdar. 

denise ferreira da silVa and 
arJuna neuman p.30

arnaiT Video collecTiVe
with candice hopkins p.40

32nd images fesTiVal 
aWards ceremony. p.13

mysT milano

canadian arT 
spring school hop
for the eleventh year, images 
festival is pleased to partner 
with canadian art for its annual 
school hop, which introduces 
Toronto-area high school students 
to contemporary visual art!

gallery TpW
170 st. helens ave

gallery TpW
170 st. helens ave

bachir/yerex
presenTaTion space
401 richmond st W
suite 440

cinesphere
955 lake shore blvd W

cinesphere
955 lake shore blvd W

Visit canadianart.ca for more 
information!
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off screen
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Wed Feb 13

7pm

Fri, Mar 8

7pm

Fri Mar 22

6:30pm

Fri Mar 29

6pm-8pm

Sat Mar 30

3pm-5pm

Thu Apr 4

7pm-9pm

Fri Apr 5

6pm-9pm

basma alsharif
p.28

ouTliers on Tour
p.29

Touching from a disTance ii 
TransmediaTions in The digiTal age
p.32

sharona franklin
p.33

zhizi Wang
p.34

neVeT yiTzhak
p.35

sarah pupo 
p.36

moca
158 sterling rd

Tangled arT + disabiliTy
401 richmond st W
suite 122

goeThe-insTiTuT ToronTo
goethe media space
100 university ave., north Tower, 2nd floor

gallery 44 — Virtrines
401 richmond st W 
suite 120

supporT 
260b clarence st
london, on

koffler gallery
180 shaw st
suite 104-105

TriniTy sQuare Video
401 richmond st W
suite 121

Wed Apr 10

6pm-9pm

6pm-8pm

6pm-8pm

Fri Apr 12

7:00pm-11pm

Wed Apr 17

6pm-9pm

7:30pm

pamila maTharu
p.31

emiliJa ŠkarnulyTĖ
p.37

nicole kelly WesTman
p.38

beaTrice gibson
p.39

arnaiT ikaJurTigiiT: 
Women helping each oTher
p.40

denise ferreira da silVa and arJuna 
neuman  + arTisT Talk
p.30

a space
401 richmond st W
suite 110 

VTape
401 richmond st W
suite 440

criTical disTance
180 shaw st
suite 302

mercer union
1286 bloor st W

agyu
8 accolade east building, york university
4700 keele street

gallery TpW
170 st helens ave

RECEPTIONS
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basma alsharif’s exhibition at moca intertwines four major works, each one presented as a staged 
setting. using many different media, she takes us on journeys into the collective subconscious, 
exploring the tools we all use to understand the ghosts of history.

at the centre of the exhibition is a new work, A Philistine, 2018, that invites visitors to settle into an 
armchair and enter a story that moves backwards in time. The core element is a story broken into 
three genres: history, fantasy, and erotica. beginning in present-day lebanon, the narrative travels 
through 1935 palestine, and ends in new kingdom egypt (16th-11th century b.c.e).

alsharif stages each of her works in a familiar, domestic setting, often including plants and 
furniture. These intimate scenarios, invite us to spend time with the more nuanced content that 
is the focus of the work — in literature, images, and video. by editing together both sourced and 
created materials, alsharif exposes those times in history that seem irrational and impossible to tell 
from one point of view.

alsharif’s exhibition opens at the same time as that of seminal filmmaker chantal akerman. The 
artists share many concerns — geopolitical definitions, the collapsing of histories, and how we form 
individual versus collective memory.

A Philistine by basma alsharif is supported by The consortium commissions—a project initiated by mophradat with institutional 
partners including moca, hammer museum, la; cca, glasgow and kW, berlin.

Basma ALSharif 

2011-2019 MOCA
158 sterling road
Wed-mon 10-5pm
fri 10-9pm

Reception 
Wed  feb 13, 7-10pm

public programs featured during the 
exhibitions of chantal akerman and 
basma alsharif are co-presented 
with moca. p.24-25

basm
a alsharif, ‘Trom

pe l’Oeil’, 2016 (detail)

off screen

February 14
- April 14
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Outliers on Tour is bringing the outsiders in. stemming from Tangled art + disability’s Tangled on 
Tour program that ran from 2014 to 2017, this exhibition invites disability-identified artists from 
across ontario to consider how the city has been built and constructed as a concept by those on 
the periphery. featuring Vibrafusionlab of london, michel dumont and eugene lefrancois of 
Thunder bay, chris “bucko” binkowski of ottawa, and michael keshane of Tangled peterborough’s 
programming, Outliers on Tour will present visual and tactile works in the gallery, an off-site film 
screening, and public engagements. 

This multimedia and multisensorial group show centres the artists’ perspectives as outliers in every 
sense of the word. Outliers on Tour draws a parallel between the movement of disability arts as an 
outlier to the contemporary art world, and cities outside the downtown core as outliers to the urban 
identities that shape our understanding of inclusive city futures.

MICHAEL KESHAnE, CHRISTInE nEGUS, MICHAEL DUMOnT
AnD EUGEnE LEFRAnCOIS, CHRIS BInKOWSKI, VibraFusionLab

OutLiers on Tour 

Canada
2018

Tangled Art + disability
401 richmond st W
suite 122
Tue-sat 12–5pm

Film Screening and Artist Talk 
michael keshane, at bachir/yerex 
presentation space. see p.70  
Wed apr 17, 12pm

co-presented with Tangled art + 
disability.

m
ichael keshane, 9 Rules: from

 Safety Precautions, 2018.

off screen

March 8
- April 19
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4 Waters: Deep Implicancy is an experiment in collaboration that traces the striking possibility 
of a state without value. The artists’ research crosses four bodies of water — the mediterranean 
sea; and the atlantic, pacific, and indian oceans — to connect four disparate islands: lesvos, haiti, 
marshall islands and Tiwi. each island holds within it stories of tremendous violence, but also 
the potential for otherwise. The film assembles fragments that touch on a kind of knowledge 
embedded in a moment preceding human history or geological timescales — a moment of 
total entanglement described by the artists as deep implicancy. in excavating the link between 
geological shifts and material realities, they ask: can an earthquake release the knowledge for a 
revolution in the very way we know the world? 

While the artists consider natural disaster, resource extraction, and colonial violence, they 
compose a framework of elements that displaces the privileged role of value in ethics, relations 
and knowledge. in its place, the film asks what kind of ethical program could exist without time, 
accumulation, and measurement — hence value. an events program will activate a study room 
hosting materials culled from the artists’ research (on coral islands, bacterial communication, and 
earthquake-triggered liquefaction in haiti, amongst other subjects).
 — Curated by Steffanie Ling

Denise Ferreira da SiLva and Arjuna neuman 

4 Waters: Deep ImpLicancy 

Canada/Germany
2018
18 min

Gallery TPW
170 st helens ave
Tue-sat 12-5pm

Artist Talk + Closing Reception
Wed apr 17, 7:30pm
Talk with denise ferreira da silva 
and arjuna neuman followed by 
closing reception

co-presented with gallery TpW 
and goethe-institut Toronto. arjuna 
neuman is a guest of the goethe-
institut Toronto.

sm
ithsonian m

useum
: departm

ent of fishes: s.i.a. im
age num

ber: 141832

off screen

March 9 
- April 20
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Dalip Singh (Am
rita Sher-G

il: A Portrait in Letters & W
ritings,Tulika Books, New

 Delhi, 2010.)

This debut solo exhibit explores the politics of archives, decolonial aesthetics, and self-
preservation. pamila matharu has created two installations at a space gallery that incorporate 
new media, archived texts, collected artworks, and a baithak (punjabi/urdu/hindi for “lounge”).

using discarded videotapes from archives as a starting point for critical analysis that examines the 
role of institutional critique and memory, systemic erasure, and cultural safety, matharu’s recent 
projects ask how we survive in archives and how we are erased.

Vergangenheitsbewältigung connects the recently rediscovered video documentation of the 
ago’s literary symposium Identity in a Foreign Place with the exhibition Perspective 93. The 
adjacent gallery will hold space for Dear Amrita: How can I forget history when I was just starting 
to remember? This installation is an homage to the deceased modern indian painter amrita sher-
gil (1913 - 1941).  sher-gil’s career was just beginning to emerge when she died from a botched 
abortion at age 28. Together, the projects explore the impact of the absences of non-hegemonic 
cultural production in the ongoing project of archives. 
 — Curated by Vicky Moufawad-Paul

Canada
2019

A Space 
401 richmond st W
suite 110
Tue-fri 11am-5pm
sat 12-5pm

Reception 
Wed apr 10, 6-9pm

Artist Talk
sat apr 13, 1pm

co-presented with a space.

off screen

March 15
- April 20

PamiLa Matharu

One of These Things is not Like 
The Other
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The Sw
an C

ollective, H
ere W

e Are - A Turing Torture, VR Experience (Still), 2018 ©
 The Sw

an C
ollective.

Touching From A Distance II presents recent digital artworks immersed within the bookshelves 
and media hardware at the goethe media space. The 10 featured works build bridges between 
literature, language, digital art, or Vr. ornella fieres explores the transitions between analog 
and digital imagery; anna ridler transforms edgar allan poe’s The Fall of the House of Usher 
into an ai animation based on the artist’s drawings; aron lesnik creates uncanny animations of 
people talking about the advantages of reading. The exhibition title cites Joy division’s 1979 song 
Transmission, “Touching from a distance/sound, that’s all we need to synchronize,”, which praised 
the affect of telecommunication. as we stay connected via intangible yet visible information, the 
concept of transmediation reflects our internet routine. all works deal with transmediation, the 
process of translating information between different coexisting media — analog or digital, written 
or visual.
 — Tina Sauerländer

Jonas BLume, Manja Ebert, OrneLLa Fieres, Aron Lesnik, Lorna MiLLs, 
Sarah Oh-Mock, JuLia CharLotte Richter , Anna RidLer,

The Swan CoLLective, Tina WiLke

Touching From A Distance II 

off screen

March 22
- May 23 

Canada/Germany/UK
2017-19

Goethe-Institut Toronto 
100 university ave
north Tower, 2f
Thu 4:30–7:30pm
sat 10am–1pm

Reception 
fri mar 22, 6:30pm

commissioned and co-presented by 
goethe-institut Toronto with digifest, 
and hot docs. in collaboration with 
medienkunstverein.
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New Psychedelia of Industrial Healing is a daily cycling bio-installation, adopting the structure of 
durational performance and sculpture, meditating on medical treatments that the artist began 
20 years ago. each daily composition exposes disability through a process of bio-ritual: the 
embodiment of biopharmacology, biocitizenship, as well as the unveiled autobiography of a daily 
ritual, private self-injection, and the treatment of genetic disease. Within the altars assembled, 
documented, and connected through instagram, live cells are arranged among unprecious objects. 
The syringe creates a new psychedelia of visual meditations, interjecting social media algorithms, 
and reclaiming a long-standing alienation. each image confronts questions of “Who defines 
celebration while policing the expression of the disabled?” a selection from over a hundred of her 
images allows us to linger with this experiment in de-stigmatization.
 — Curated by Steffanie Ling

Sharona FrankLin

new PsychedeLia
of IndustriaL HeaLing

off screen

March 29
- April 27 

Canada
2018

Gallery 44 
401 richmond st W 
suite 120
Tue-sat 11am-5pm

Reception 
fri mar 29, 6-8pm

co-presented with gallery 44.

sharona franklin, New Psychedelia of Industrial Healing, 2018.
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zhizi Wang’s multimedia practice meshes personal narratives with found and online stock videos. 
her works navigate our understandings of space and recollection, as well as the objects and bodies 
that occupy them. Wang’s exhibition, We become aware of the void as we fill it is a three-channel 
video installation that focuses on dislocations between body and memory. Throughout the two 
floors of the gallery, this work positions itself between immersive installation and visual space. 
 
a childhood memory of picking up stones along a river is remixed. digital aggregates are 
reformed to recover what was lost. a figure continually dances in the sea at night, before gradually 
degrading into pixels. gentle yet prodding encounters with familiarly rendered spaces, such as 
aquariums, tunnels, and galaxies, tease out their relationship to the viewer, overlapping in both 
time and space. Wang constructs a digital green screen—an (un)necessary and anomalous zone 
that emphasizes the illusionary power of digital space-time. 

Zhizi Wang

We become aware of the
void as we fiLL it

off screen

March 30
- May 1 

Canada
2019
loop

Support
260b clarence st
london, on
Thu-sat 2–5pm

Reception 
sat mar 30, 3-5pm

co-presented with support.

W
e becom

e aware of the void as we fill it, 2019.
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deeply informed by cultural research, the video and sound installations of israeli artist nevet 
yitzhak rely on digital technology, combining found footage, archival, and photographic materials 
transformed through editing and sound treatment. With a critical approach of contemporary 
political and cultural issues, yitzhak challenges perceptions of the past by raising questions 
about cultural heritage and collective forgetfulness within a complex local identity. yitzhak’s 
multi-channel video installation WarCraft takes as departure point the afghan war rug, a unique 
tradition of weaving generated by a history of conflict and foreign military presence. originally 
an expression of resistance, a means of survival, and a way of communicating the horrors of war, 
occupation, and migration, the rugs became commodified by the international tourism industry. 
in her laborious digital work, yitzhak reinvents the rugs’ iconography introducing 3d models 
of weaponry employed by contemporary armies and war zones, using animation and sound to 
reveal their destructive potential. expanding from the culturally specific to global concerns and 
other violent histories, yitzhak’s view is informed by her own context and a critical examination of  
the current israeli state of affairs.
 — Curated by Liora Belford

nevet Yitzhak 

WarCraft 

Israel
2014

Koffler Gallery
artscape youngplace
180 shaw st 
suite 104-105
Wed-fri 12-6pm
sat-sun 11am-5pm 

Reception 
Thur apr 4, 7-9pm

co-presented with koffler gallery 
and scotiabank conTacT 
photography festival.

off screen

April 4
- May 26

nevet yitzhak, W
arCraft, 2014, installation views at yossi m

ilo gallery, new york, 2015. Thom
as seely. 

courtesy of yossi m
ilo gallery.
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the drawing of the body burns into the body/and so/it burns through the body/then the wildfire/
reaches from chin to collarbone/some draw burn marks/and some enter burn marks/and then 
burn marks become drawings/and so/drawings burn
- kristin eiriksdottir 

 
kristin eiriksdottir’s poem “kök” inspires the exhibition’s theme of opposing forces and tensions: of 
layering and unravelling, concealing and revealing, openness and containment. both sarah pupo’s 
watercolour paintings and animation work are relational and dynamic configurations that create 
movement. The exhibition highlights the physical and intuitive labour that goes into the making 
of an image. The gestures, colours, shapes, and forms that appear on canvas and on screen bring 
something to life that spills over and through the frame. What has been generated, animated, and 
projected compels us toward these works as they delight in the poetic intention of intuition, in 
movement and colour.
 — Curated by Nasrin Himada

Sarah Pupo

burning through the body
sarah pupo, Untitled, watercolour and wax on silk, 36” x 40”, 2018.

off screen

April 5 - 27 

Canada
2019

Trinity Square Video
401 richmond st W
suite 121
Tue-sat 11am-5pm

Reception 
fri apr 5, 6-9pm

Artist Talk
Tue apr 16, 12pm, at bachir/yerex 
presentation space

co-presented with Trinity square 
Video.
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sirenomelia is a rare condition, also known as the mermaid syndrome. in emilija Škarnulytė’s video 
Sirenomelia (2016), the condition becomes a poetic device that hosts a world of double mythologies.

Sirenomelia opens on a frozen landscape. shot in the abandoned underwater docks of olavsvern, a 
decommissioned naval base built to conceal american submarines, and the geodetic observatory 
of the norwegian mapping authority at ny-Ålesund, spitsbergen, the audio we hear are the sounds 
of deep listening, the drones and beeps as recorded by the enormous observatory satellite dish. 
Škarnulytė escorts us through the empty, submerged bays — conducting an exploration in this 
underwater environment inhabited only by the ghosts of the cold War. here, we encounter what 
she calls the“ counter-mythology of (that era)…what the east believed about the West and vice 
versa.” With her post-human body clad in a single-finned skin suit, she undulates into the world of 
the mermaid where water — even frozen water — is full of life.
 — Curated by Lisa Steele

EmiLija skarnuLyte 

SirenomeLia

Lithuania
2017
12 min

Vtape
401 richmond st W
suite 452
mon-fri 10am-5pm
sat 1-5pm

Reception 
Wed apr 10, 6-8pm

Artist Talk 
fri apr 12, 12-2pm

co-presented by Vtape.

em
ilija Škarnulytė, 2016.

off screen

April 10
- May 3
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a slight space amidst is a video installation that exists in the threshold between a screening and 
an exhibition. a secluded space just beyond sheer partitions, you determine the duration of your 
viewing as the film loops. capturing arrested light and moments that meld and mesh, the film 
echoes the wavering movements proposed by the installation’s materiality: sheer silk curtains that 
partition here and there, before and after, daylight and nocturne.
 
a synthesized sound reverberates to the shrill of whipping wind, accented by pelting wetness. 
Quivering light is interrupted by a quiet melancholy of fluttering darkness that is both contained 
by and expands beyond the crop of the screen. a slight space amidst offers an invitation to consider 
the fragmentation of binaries; the tranquility of distraction; and intimacy, as you remain on that 
side, and i on the other.
 
So, what for the spaces between, where the lines have been drawn?
Where the drapes have been drawn by trembling hands.
Where the sunsets are no longer seen, but the warmth is still felt through a vivid hue. 
What for the act of participating so pathetically that all is lost or at least lousy?
 — Nicole Kelly Westman

nicoLe KeLLy Westman 

a sLight space amidst 

Canada
2019

Critical distance 
artscape youngplace 
180 shaw st
suite 301 

Reception 
Wed apr 10, 6-8pm 

Artist Talk
sun apr 14, 1:30pm

co-presented with critical 
distance.

nicole kelly W
estm

an, From
 a slight space am

idst, 2019.

off screen

April 11 – 20
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mercer union is delighted to co-commission two interconnected films by artist beatrice gibson 
that together propose empathy and friendship as a means to reckon with an increasingly turbulent 
present. I Hope I’m Loud When I’m Dead is an intimate 16mm film that captures the consequences 
of political upheaval and war. beginning with material shot on the evening of the 45th american 
presidential inauguration in January 2017, the film weaves together caconrad and eileen myles’ 
words alongside those of fellow poets audre lorde, alice notley and adrienne rich. here, gibson 
employs language and poetry to grapple with the present. I Hope I’m Loud When I’m Dead is a 
deeply personal work, one that seeks out the power of ritual and casts the poet as a prophet, fit to 
navigate an alternative path in times of perilous authority.

conceived as a companion piece, gibson’s Deux Soeurs is based on an unrealized script by 
gertrude stein, written in 1929 as european fascism was building momentum. gibson’s 
adaptation, set almost a century later in contemporary paris, deploys stein’s script as a talismanic 
guide through a contemporary moment of comparable social and political unrest. here, gibson 
explores feminism not only as subject matter but also as method, casting as the film’s characters a 
close network of friends and practitioners, alongside others who have supported or influenced the 
artist’s life and work.
 — Curated by Julia Paoli

I Hope I’m Loud When I’m 
Dead is commissioned by 
mercer union,
Toronto; bergen kunsthall; 
camden arts centre, 
london; and kW
institute for contemporary 
art, berlin. The work is 
produced with
support from the Julia 
stoschek collection, 
outset germany_
switzerland and arts 
council norway.

Deux Soeurs is 
commissioned by mercer 
union, Toronto; bergen
kunsthall, borealis 
festival, bergen; and 
camden arts centre,
london. The work is 
produced with support 
from fluxus art projects
and arts council england, 
and features a score by 
laurence crane
commissioned with 
support from arts council 
norway.

BEATRICE GIBSON

PLURAL DREAMS OF SOCIAL LIFE
off screen

April 13
- June 1 

UK
2018-2019

Mercer Union
1286 bloor st 
Tue-sat 11am–6pm

Reception 
fri apr 12, 7-11pm

This exhibition is presented by mercer 
union and realized in partnership with 
scotiabank conTacT photography 
festival and images festival.

beatrice gibson, still from
 Deux Soeurs, 2019. courtesy the artist.
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arnait Video productions values the unique culture and voices of inuit women and opening 
discussions with canadians of all origins. since its beginnings in 1991, arnait has followed a 
trajectory that wholly reveals the originality of its producers. arnait works to make films that speak 
directly to the lives of its members. The sheer endurance required to realize these video documents 
testifies to the importance of the project. The films celebrate the cultural specificity of women in 
igloolik and consist of interviews, reenactments of traditional activities, and narrative elements. 
arnait ikajurtigiit: Women helping each other offers strength, grace, humour, resilience, and a 
model for learning by doing. developed over three decades, this body of work is a rigorous and 
relevant contribution to the field of contemporary art. inclusive of film, objects, and photography, 
the exhibition highlights, from the exceptional perspective of women of igloolik, the continual 
change inherent to inuit life. 
 — Curated by Alissa Firth-Eagland

Arnait

Arnait Ikajurtigiit:
Women heLping each other

off screen

April 17
- June 23

Canada
1992-2018

AGYU 
4700 keele st
east accolade building
mon-fri 10am-4pm
Wed 10am-8pm
sun 12-5pm

Reception 
Wed apr 17, 6-9pm

Artist Talk
Thu apr 18, 12pm, at bachir/yerex 
presentation space

co-presented with the agyu and 
scotiabank conTacT photography 
festival. 

susan avingaq, art director on the set of Before Tom
orrow in Puvirnituq. photo by oana spinu. courtesy of 

arnait Video productions©
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Wood between Worlds is an led public artwork that uses video game landscapes to explore the 
forest. The work takes its name from a pond-filled forest in The Magician’s Nephew, the sixth 
instalment of the Chronicles of Narnia novel series by c.s. lewis, in which each pond is a portal to 
a different world.

commissioned by Td bank group, Wood between Worlds uses an “open world” video game design, 
which allows players (the viewer in this case) to roam freely and explore their surroundings without 
a stated objective. This contrasts with the traditional video game design that demands players 
confront challenges and progress to next levels. 

Today, we understand the word “forest” to mean a large wooded area.  however, etymologically 
the word derives from the latin, foris, meaning “outside.” This double meaning points to the forest 
as a site that both sustains us and exists “outside” of ourselves. as black and white silent images 
carry us through the landscape, we are reminded of the pervasive and profound symbol of the 
forest as a place of refuge or of ambush, of evil or enchantment, for the hunter or the hunted.  here 
long before us and long after us, forests bear witness to all that happens within them and in this 
sense, serve as our collective memory. Wood between Worlds refuses to see the forest as standing 
reserves for commodity exploitation, but asks instead, what has been given up and what needs to 
be recovered—and regenerated.

PubLic Studio

Wood between WorLds

still from
 W

ood Between W
orlds

off screen

May 27
- September 3 

Canada
2019
18 min

Td Arts Wall - Bay And Queen
Td bay and Queen branch
394 bay st
12am - 11:30pm

Td bank group is a proud supporter 
of the arts, and through The ready 
commitment, strives to reflect all 
voices in the Td art collection. 

Td is working with renowned 
contemporary artists public studio 
to showcase their work to the public 
on its visual art media wall at the 
Td bay and Queen branch in the 
spring.
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Patricia Reed, Volatile Prophecies
recent exhibition, video still

A new venue for media art in Ottawa, powered by SAW Video

Knot Project Space

knotsawvideo.com
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KRIS SNOWBIRD
Dancing In the Dark
In the Marvin Francis Media Gallery

203-290 McDermot Ave 
Winnipeg, MB, R3B 0T2 

TORRY MENDOZA
Traffic Is Murder
In the Main Gallery 

(204) 942- 2674 
urbanshaman.org

VI
D

EO
 W

O
RK

 B
Y

April 5 to May 18, 2019

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
opening summer 2019
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digital media 
production. 
fine arts. 
BFA, BMS, MFA

UBC’s Okanagan campus offers degree 
programs in Media Studies and Fine Arts.

Inquire today! fccs.ok.ubc.ca
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SUBSCRIBE TO 
PREFIX PHOTO MAGAZINE
Prefix Institute of Contemporary Art
Suite 124, Box 124
401 Richmond Street West 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5V 3A8 
T 416.591.0357 
info@prefix.ca www.prefix.ca 
Photo Magazine. Visual, Audio and Surround Art Galleries. 
Reference Library. Small Press. Travelling Shows.

TAYSIR BATNIJI
SUSPENDED TIME
MAY 3 – JUNE 22, 2019

OPENING RECEPTION AND RELEASE PARTY FOR PREFIX PHOTO 39: FRIDAY, 
MAY 3 FROM 7 TO10 PM. THIS EXHIBITION IS CURATED BY SCOTT MCLEOD AND
PRESENTED AS A PRIMARY EXHIBITION OF THE SCOTIABANK CONTACT
PHOTOGRAPHY FESTIVAL.
For their support of the exhibition, Prefix gratefully acknowledges the support of the Cultural Service, French Embassy in Canada.
Prefix also gratefully acknowledges the assistance of the Canada Council for the Arts, the Ontario Arts Council and the Toronto Arts
Council with funding from the City of Toronto.
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ENTRY DEADLINE:  MAY 31 instagram:  @vivomediaarts  @videooutcollection  @cdmla_vivo

Homage to the Faceless Woman, by Jessica Johnson and Karen Zolo, 2018.

Video Out is the distribution branch 
of VIVO Media Arts Centre. Video 
Out offers non-exclusive distribution 
services to media artists, with reach 
to local and international festivals, 
institutions, libraries, galleries, curators, 
programmers, and researchers.  

For information on our catalogue or 
to inquire about distribution services, 
visit videoout.ca or contact us at 
distribution@vivomediaarts.com
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Sculpting 
Cinema brings together 
diverse perspectives in 
the form of critical 
writing and artists’ 
projects, in order to 
examine the evolution of 
the cinematic language 
of expanded cinema as 
conceptualized through 
architecture, gallery 
spaces, and public 
art projects. Edited 

by Solomon 
Nagler and 
Melanie 
Wilmink. 
Published 
by Pleasure 
Dome.

@pleas� ed� eto www.pd� e.� g

Training, facilities & equipment  
film | digital | interactive | installation art

www.lift.ca

FILM GRAIN & PIXEL
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CONTACT US
bumptelevision

@gmail.com

ANYONE, ANYWHERE CAN 

SUBMIT THEIR VIDEOS

No experience necessary!

WE SUPPORT LOCAL 
BUSINESSES

Air ads for your events!

FILM IN OUR GREEN SCREEN STUDIOMake your dreams a reality!

WWW.BUMPTELEVISION.COM
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SOLO EXHIBITION BY ARTIST RAJNI PERERA
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on screen

and Live
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nurtured over two years of collaboration, workshops, and 
live concerts, artist and musician rory pilgrim premieres 
his debut music video album Software Garden in canada. 

in contrast to a recent fascination with technology’s 
dystopian impact on public and private life, Software 
Garden asks how we meet from both behind and 
beyond our screens. over the course of 11 tracks and 
performances, we encounter proposals for tenderness 
with digital and robotic entities in tow. Without cynicism, 
irony, or repudiation, the enmeshing of lyrical, cinematic, 
and choreographed sequences pour between stage, 
studio, and screen. The words of british poet and 
disability advocate carrol r. kallend narrate Software 
Garden, as she reflects on her experience of catastrophic 
reductions to public health care and her desire for 
technologies to intervene. singer robyn haddon, 
singer/rapper daisy rodrigues, and dancer, artist, and 
choreographer casper-malte augusta further interpret 
and pronounce an array of methodologies to move, 

lean, and brush upon our spaces in ways that affirm the 
complexities of tenderness after the internet. 

The convergence of these disciplines reclaim “connection” 
as an elemental synapse beyond a successful upload. The 
screen is often decried as an alienating partition, yet, in 
Software Garden, it is reinscribed as socially porous, a tool 
toward the effect of linked arms or a soft touch. 
 — Steffanie Ling

Software Garden, Rory Pilgrim
north american premiere, uk/netherlands, 2018, digital, 51 min, english

preceded by:
Printed Sunset, Andrés Baron
north american premiere, columbia/france, 2017, digital, 6 min
a couple seems resigned to watch a fake sunset.

Hi I Need To Be Loved, Marnie Ellen Hertzler
usa, 2018, digital, 11 min, english
“i’m going to read you a collection from my spam emails.”  is this poetry or 
malware? 

68 min The Royal Cinema
608 college street
The royal has 5 accessible seating 
sections.
The royal does not have accessible 
washrooms. 

$15 general admission
$10 students, seniors, 
underemployed

Ticket price includes entry to 
opening night party at The baby g

co-presented with rendezvous 
With madness, dames making 
games, and drake art.

album
 artwork, 2018 (courtesy of andriesse-eyck galerie).

Opening Night

Software Garden
on screen

Thu Apr 11
8pm
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how do we manifest resistance through the spaces 
we occupy? how does resistance manifest itself on 
our bodies, our minds, our souls? What are the human 
materials and psychic energies that provide us with the 
agency to show up for our collective wills? how does the 
power of shared resistance allow us to more truthfully feel 
ourselves? how do our bodies and the spaces they occupy 
come to be shaped or re-shaped by our defiance? how 
have our bodies become active sites of violence? how 
can we resist this exploitation of our inherent nature in a 
way that speaks to our vulnerabilities, our livedness, our 
freedom? This program sees these questions as points 
of entry to explore, without boundary, the myriad ways in 
which resistance feels. 
 — Sarah-Tai Black

jeny303, Laura Huertas Millán
Toronto premiere, colombia/france, 2018, 16mm > digital, 6 min, spanish
footage of an abandoned bauhaus-style building accompanies confessionals 
from Jeny, a self-described living work of art, in this composite work and 
fleeting meditation on architecture and biography.

Crowtrap, Callum Hill
north american premiere, germany/uk, 2018, 35mm, 15 min, english
Weaving together the lives of two men, crowtrap draws upon their individual 
dealings with fire to expand across themes such as pyromania, anarchy, 
radicalism, and enlightenment. 

I Signed the Petition, Mahdi Fleifel
uk/germany/switzerland, 2018, digital, 11 min, english 
immediately after a palestinian man signs an online petition, he is thrown 
into a panic-inducing spiral of self-doubt. over the course of a conversation 
with an understanding friend, he analyzes, deconstructs, and interprets the 
meaning of his choice to publicly support the cultural boycott of israel.

Dislocation Blues, Sky Hopinka
us, 2017, digital, 17 min, english
an incomplete and imperfect portrait of reflections from standing rock. cleo 
keahna recounts his experiences entering, being at, and leaving the camp and 
the difficulties and reluctance in looking back with a clear and critical eye. Terry 
running Wild describes what his camp is like, and what he hopes it will become.

Giverny I (Négresse Impériale), Ja’Tovia Gary
Toronto premiere, france/us, 2017, digital, 6 min
shot on location in claude monet’s garden in giverny, france, gary’s film 
examines the precarious nature of black women’s bodily integrity, the ethics 
of care as resistance work, and how class position shapes the contours of 
violence. set against the backdrop of the West’s continued global imperialist 
campaigns and its historical artistic canon, this experimental video features 
a mélange of hd video, archival footage, and analog animation to assert an 
oppositional gaze in the re-telling of modern history.

Sojourner, Cauleen Smith
canadian premiere, us, 2018, digital, 22 min, english
set in noah purifoy’s outdoor desert art museum in Joshua Tree, california, 
artist cauleen smith reimagines this unique space as a radical feminist 
utopia. among the scattered assemblages, a group of women whose 
dynamic, colourful outfits radiate with energy, gather to re-stage an iconic 
photograph of men taken by billy may for Life Magazine in 1966. While 
paying homage to the feminist abolitionist sojourner Truth, the title refers to 
the spiritual journey these women embark upon.

77 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission 
$6 students, seniors, 
underemployed

co-presented with inside out 
festival, Toronto arab film and 
unit 2. 

Shorts Program

FeeLing Resistance
on screen

Fri Apr 12
5pm

Ja’Tovia gary, Giverny I (Négresse Im
périale), 2017.
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christopher harris is a filmmaker whose films and video 
installations read african-american historiography 
through the poetics and aesthetics of experimental 
cinema. his work employs manually and photo-
chemically altered appropriated moving images, staged 
reenactments of archival artifacts, and interrogations of 
documentary conventions.

A Willing Suspension of Disbelief + Photography and Fetish
canadian premiere, usa, 2014, 16mm > digital, 16min, english
a response to an 1850 daguerreotype of a young american-born enslaved 
woman named delia. delia was photographed stripped bare as visual 
evidence in support of an ethnographic study by the swiss-born naturalist 
professor louis agassiz, who held that racial characteristics are a result of 
differing human origins.

still/here
Toronto premiere, us, 2001, 16mm, 60 min, english
a meditation on the vast landscape of ruins and vacant lots that constitute 
the north side of st. louis — an area populated almost exclusively by 
working class and working poor african americans. still/here constructs a 
documentary record of the blight and decay of this space, acting not as an 
overt assessment of social injustices but instead as a study of the way in 
which the politics of class and race within american society are integral to its 
very being. The ruins seen here are emblematic of an unimaginable absence 
at the core of much of the african diaspora’s experience in north america. 
from the countless africans lost in the middle passage and the disappeared 

future generation of their unborn descendants, to the loss of family and loved 
ones that were sold away during slavery, absence has been and continues 
to be a fundamental feature of the african-american experience. but how, 
in an image-based medium such as film, does one represent absence? still/
here acknowledges that an exhaustive rendering of absence is, at best, 
unlikely, and instead engages with this question by developing a vocabulary 
of absence. The film acknowledges the limits of representation and proceeds 
through a series of visual and aural breakdowns, erasures, contradictions and 
gaps. it does not use the documentary power of film to recuperate a sense 
of closure, and instead dwells within the space of rupture occasioned by the 
presence of a profound absence.

76 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors,
underemployed

co-presented with black gold, 
black artists’ network in dialogue 
(band), hot docs, and ryerson 
image centre.

christopher harris, A W
illing Suspension of Disbelief, 2014.

Feature

stiLL/here
on screen

Fri Apr 12
7:30pm
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Fri April 12
10pm

lido pim
ienta photographed by alejandro santiago.

a work of theatre. a work of performance.  

lido pimienta is a Toronto-based, colombian-born interdisciplinary musician and artist-curator. 
she has performed, exhibited, and curated around the world since 2002, exploring the politics 
of gender, race, motherhood, identity and the construct of the canadian landscape in the latin 
american diaspora and vernacular.
 
her 2017 polaris prize-winning album La Papessa charts pimienta’s evolution into an independent 
woman and artist who refuses to fit into pre-conceived notions of what a pop latina artist ought to be.

Lido Pimienta

We are in a Non-ReLationship 
ReLationship

60 min MOCA
158 sterling rd

$15 general admission
$10 students, seniors, 
underemployed

Ticket price includes entry to after 
party at unit 2

This program is part of public 
programs featured during the 
exhibitions of chantal akerman 
and basma alsharif, co-presented 
with moca.
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This talk will begin by closely examining the movie Black Panther to determine not only how 
black technology is visualized but, more importantly, what this visualization tells us about our 
understanding, manner of coding, and modes of experiencing technology as a whole. The notion of 
advanced technology is, in fact, very new, and historically specific. but most of us hold, consciously 
or not, a hegelian idea that it is transhistorical and progressive (rather than accidental and 
dispersed over the centuries). in the hegelian view, each moment in universal history is leading to 
more and more improved forms of ordering and managing the human/nature metabolic exchange. 
This talk will also look at representations of black technology in the works of saya Woolfalk and 
sondra perry, and will itself be structured like a movie.
 — Charles Mudede 

charles Tonderai mudede is a zimbabwean-born cultural critic, urbanist, filmmaker, lecturer, and 
writer. he is the film editor for the Stranger and a lecturer at cornish college. in 2018, he directed 
his first film, Thin Skin, from a script he wrote with lindy West and aham oluo.

CharLes Mudede

Visions of BLack Secret 
TechnoLogy

KEYNOTE 

Sat Apr 13
3pm

Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

free co-presented by 
university of Toronto  
cinema studies institute. 
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The tensions between being and being seen, speaking 
and being heard, moving and being moved. in this 
program, such tensions are made material. identities 
and voices transfigure; some contorted by the will of an 
unseen force, others immovable even of their own volition. 
livedness breathes as form, as narrative, as spectacle, 
as opposition. The quotidian and routine become a way 
through which some lives are able to cope, and others can 
no longer. bodies and space are heavy under the watchful 
eyes of authenticity, ritual, and expectation. language and 
movement emerge as tools of freedom, constraint, and 
sheer will. a study of the ways in which we have come 
to be. 
 — sarah-Tai black

Sitting on a Man, Onyeka Igwe
international premiere, uk, 2018, digital, 7 min, english
Traditionally, women in igbo-speaking parts of nigeria came together to 
protest the behaviour of men by sitting on or making war on them, adorning 
themselves with palm fronds, dancing and singing protest songs outside 
the man in question’s home. This practice became infamous due to its 
prominence as a tactic in the aba Women’s War, the 1929 all-woman protest 
against colonial rule. Two contemporary dancers reimagine the practice, 
drawing on both archival research and their own experiences.

Specialised Technique, Onyeka Igwe
north american premiere, uk, 2018, digital, 7 min, english
William sellers and the colonial film unit developed a framework for colonial 
cinema: slow edits and minimal camera movement, no camera tricks. in 
an effort to recuperate black dance from this colonial project, Specialised 
Technique attempts to transform this material from studied spectacle to 
livingness.

Halimuhfack, Christopher Harris
Toronto premiere, us, 2016, 16mm > digital, 4 min, english
a performer lip syncs to archival audio featuring the voice of author 
and anthropologist zora neale hurston as she describes her method of 
documenting african american folk songs in florida. by design, nothing in 
this film is authentic except the source audio. The flickering images were 
produced with a hand-cranked bolex so that the lip sync is deliberately 
erratic and the rear-projected, grainy, looped images of masai tribesmen and 
women, recycled from an educational film, become increasingly abstract as 
the audio transforms into an incantation.

72 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors,
underemployed

co-presented with cléo journal, c 
magazine, le labo, the8fest and 
Toronto palestine film festival.

Shorts Program

Notes on Being
on screen

Sat Apr 13
5pm

christopher harris, Halim
uhfack, 2016.
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Chronicles of a Lying Spirit (by Kelly Gabron), Cauleen Smith
canadian premiere, us, 1991, 16mm, 7 min, english
an exploration of the fabrication of identity that layers time, space, and 
history in following the imagined life of smith’s alter-ego, kelly gabron. 
dual-narration discusses gabron in the third person; the story is repeated, 
prompting a consideration of the instability and unreliability of history.

Turkish Delight, Basma Alsharif
Jordan, 2010, super 8mm > digital, 3 min
composed of footage from three separate sequences that interweave frame 
by frame, Turkish Delish was shot within the interiors of empty homes 
in amman, Jordan. The film’s sound is composed of recordings of food 
ingredients for unspecified dishes looped repetitively over ambient noise.

Mutiny, Abigail Child
us, 1982, 16mm > digital, 10 min, english
Mutiny employs a panoply of expression, gesture, and repeated movement. 
its central images are of women: at home, on the street, at the workplace, 
at school, talking, singing, jumping on trampolines, playing the violin. The 
syntax of the film reflects the possibilities and limitations of speech, while 
politically, physically, and realistically flirting with the language of opposition.

Re Dis Appearing, Theresa Hak Kyung Cha
usa, 1977, video, 3 min, english and french
The artist speaks a word, which is quickly echoed in french, so that the 
words are only barely comprehended. simple images — a bowl, a photograph 
of the ocean — appear and disappear.

This work is originally intended to be shown on a monitor.

Saute ma ville, Chantal Akerman
france, 1968, restored 35mm > digital, 13 min
“The first film i made, Saute ma ville, was a world. everything took place in 
a kitchen, but it was about destroying the world. indeed it was called “Saute 
ma ville” (“Blow Up My Town”), but it was also called “saute ma vie” (“blow 
up my life”). and ultimately it was about the destruction of this world my 
mother, my aunts, and her aunts had shown me.”
 — chantal akerman

Aquarius, Kevin Jerome Everson
us, 2003, 16mm > digital, 2 min, english
a film about coping.

Cycles, Zeinabu Irene davis 
us, 1989, 16mm, 16 min, english
rasheeda allen is waiting for her period. drawing on caribbean folklore, Cycles 
uses animation and live action to discover a film language unique to african-
american women. The multilayered soundtrack combines a chorus of women’s 
voices with the music of africa and the diaspora, including miriam makeba, 
acappella singers from haiti, and trumpetiste clora bryant.

print courtesy of the academy film archive.

kevin Jerom
e everson, Aquarius, 2003.

onyeka igwe, Specialised Technique, 2018.
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Murky Colours is based on a spy novel by menjin Wei, 
the filmmaker’s father. it is not, by any measure, a 
conventional adaptation, although it does begin to chart 
the poetics of one. Through the arena of participatory 
documentary and film essay, fiction and document seem 
to conspire to tell a story of an unrealized film as family 
heirloom. 

menjin’s novel was written with the aspiration of 
being adapted into a hollywood film. in his daughter’s 
adaptation, all the markers of the genre are present but 
unravel through kc Wei’s arrangement of drama and 
archive that come together with a writerly consideration. 

action scenes are intercut with Wei interviewing her 
father, him reading from his manuscript, gonzo footage of 
their family trip to china, and hollywood and hong kong 
action films. her editing and post-production techniques 
amplify the tropes of spy movies and pulp novels. The 
adaptation of murky colors, revitalized within its own 
lifetime, pulls its viewer into considering the internal 
chronologies of an artwork. 
— steffanie ling

Murky Colours, KC Wei
Toronto premiere, canada, 2016, digital, 47 min, english/mandarin

preceded by:
In Free Fall, Hito Steyerl
germany, 2010, digital, 32 min, german/english
if we follow the disintegration of a boeing 707-700 4x-Jyi, we are put on the 
trajectory of the global economic crisis. one day you’re flown by mossad, the 
next, blown up behind keanu reeves. a neverending swan song. 

79 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors,
underemployed

artist Talk details p. 25

co-presented with canadian art 
and Toronto reel asian international 
film festival.

salina, fabien, and m
enjin. kc W

ei, M
urky Colours, 2016.

Canadian SpotLight

Murky CoLours
on screen

Sat Apr 13
7:30pm
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photo by yuula benivolski.

and in the warmness of the fire i feel fine.
 — Aisha Sasha John 

aisha sasha John’s medium is energy. her solo dance show the aisha of is premiered at the 
Whitney museum in 2017; in 2018 it was presented by the mai and Toronto’s 2018 summerworks 
festival. I have to live. (mcclelland & stewart 2017) was a finalist for the 2018 griffin poetry prize.

This program is produced in partnership with Necessary Angel Theatre Company.

40 min Location 
The costume house
165 geary ave 
2nd floor, unit a

$15 general admission
$10 students, seniors, 
underemployed

Ticket price includes entry to after 
party at The costume house.

co-presented with fado 
performance art centre, necessary 
angel Theatre company, 
summerWorks performance 
festival and The costume house.

Live

Sat Apr 13
10pm

Aisha Sasha John

HEAT
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Anti-Racist Mathematics and Other Stories is a series of three speculative educational videos that have attempted to 
figure that pedagogy with the lexicon of our contemporary mediascape. if these are the lessons, what is the classroom, 
and the society that endorses this education?  
      —steffanie ling

byron peters is an artist and writer based in Vancouver (unceded coast salish Territories). his works take the form 
of sculpture, text, sound, and video, and his research engages emerging technologies, economic imaginaries, prison 
education, and the histories of science.

Pure Difference
canada, 2017, digital, 22 min, english
an imperialistic history of numbers with a combination of the bright voice 
of a tech presentation, a physics lesson out of ursula k. le guin’s The 
Dispossessed, and the aesthetics of evading copyright violations on youTube. 
its hypothesis: a Western understanding of numbers functions serves to 
reinforce the dominance of capitalistic ideology.

10 - 3 = 13
canada, 2018, digital, 13 min, english
set between a children’s play town that playfully delivers sincere propositions 
for a collective logic of political imagination. drawing from anti-bias 
curricula alongside radical positions on colonial and historical debts, the 
second episode in the series offers a lesson on the ‘misinvention’ of negative 
numbers. each are distinct in their playful didacticism and elements of the 
unreliable narrator, oscillating between satirical dramatizations and sincere 
propositions for a world wherein the equation 10 - 3 = 13 expresses an 
ideology of sharing, collectivity, and mutuality. 

Secessio
canada, 2018, digital, 18 min, english
an adaptation of an ancient story of a mass general strike, told via a 
present-day crowd-modelling and crowd-control software. While showing 
the ‘‘artificial-stupidity’’ of technologies used for the training of enforcement 
officers and security design, it presents an anachronistic world where 
numbers do not hold.

53 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors,
underemployed

co-presented with gamma space 
and ottawa international animation 
festival.

byron peters, 10 - 3 = 13 (production still), 2018.

Shorts Program

 Anti-Racist Mathematics  
and Other Stories

on screen

Sat Apr 14
5pm
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an uninspired punk band recruited by time-travelling revolutionaries. a future with tension between the unchecked 
militarization of land and air. Empty Metal traces a process from youth alienation to radicalization.

a trio of musicians desert their sincere but ultimately uninspired creative endeavours after answering an inexplicable 
call to action by time-travelling revolutionaries. What unravels is a provocatively efficient assassination plot that reveals 
the status of the artist for what it is, a particle imbedded within some of the sustained injustices of our time: wanton 
surveillance, drone warfare, toxic masculinity within libertarian ranks, and the enduring inaccessibility to a secure sense 
of culture, place, and identity by displaced populations living in the united states.

With the intention of creating a science fiction film set one week into the future, Empty Metal is an unselfconscious 
projection of the furthest political imagination stretched and shared by its directors. Whatever flippant, indulgent, 
irrational, or naive sentiments in this political, magical realist, revenge fantasy implicates expectations of images of civil 
disobedience, as historically eloquent, heroic, archivable, and visible, when oppression has always been mercurial, agile 
and, unprincipled. 
 — Steffanie Ling

Empty Metal, Adam Khalil and Bayley Sweitzer
us, 2018, digital, 84 min, english

84 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors,
underemployed

co-presented with imaginenaTiVe 
film & media arts festival and 
onsite gallery.

Feature

Empty MetaL
on screen

Sun Apr 14
7pm

adam
 khalil and bayley sweitzer, Em

pty M
etal, 2018.
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ephraim
 asili, Am

erican Hunger, 2013.

ephraim asili is a filmmaker, dJ, and Traveler whose work 
focuses on the african diaspora as a cultural force. his films 
have screened in festivals and venues all over the world, 
including the new york film festival, Toronto international 
film festival, international film festival rotterdam, 
The united states national gallery of art, The Whitney 
museum, and The museum of modern art. 
 
shot on 16mm over the course of seven years in brazil, 
canada, ethiopia, ghana, Jamaica, and the united 
states, asili’s The Diaspora Suite was described by the 
brooklyn art museum as a “revelatory cycle of five short 
films collapsing time and space to reveal the hidden 
resonances that connect the black american experience 
to the greater african diaspora.” 

Forged Ways
us, 2011, 16mm, digital, 15 min
photographed on location in harlem,and various locations throughout ethiopia, 
Forged Ways oscillates between the first person account of a filmmaker, the 
third person experience of a man navigating the streets of harlem, and day-to-
day life in the cities and villages of ethiopia.

American Hunger
us, 2013, 16mm, digital, 19 min
oscillating between a street festival in philadelphia, the slave forts and capitol city 
of ghana, and the new Jersey shore, American Hunger explores the relationship 
between personal experience and collective histories. american fantasies confront 
african realities. african realities confront america fantasies. african fantasies 
confront american realities. american realities confront african fantasies…

Many Thousands Gone
Toronto premiere, us, 2015, 16mm, digital, 8 min
filmed on location in salvador, brazil (the last city in the Western 
hemisphere to outlaw slavery) and harlem, new york (an international 
stronghold of the african diaspora), Many Thousands Gone draws parallels 
between a summer afternoon on the streets of the two cities. a silent version 
of the film was given to jazz multi-instrumentalist Joe mcphee, who in turn 
produced an interpretive score. The final film is the combination of the 
images and mcphee’s real time “sight reading” of the score.

Kindah
Toronto premiere, us, 2016, 16mm, digital, 12 min
Kindah was shot in hudson, new york and accompong, Jamaica. accompong 
was founded in 1739 after rebel slaves and their descendants fought a 
protracted war with the british, effectively leading to the establishment of 
a treaty between the two sides. The treaty signed under british governor 
edward Trelawny granted cudjoe’s maroons 1500 acres of land between 
their strongholds of Trelawny Town and accompong in the cockpits, as well 
as a certain amount of political autonomy and economic freedoms. cudjoe, 
a leader of the maroons, is said to have united the maroons in their fight for 
autonomy under the kindah Tree—a large, ancient mango tree that is still 
standing. The tree symbolizes the common kinship of the community on its 
common land.

Fluid Frontiers
us, 2017, 16mm, digital, 23 min
shot along the detroit river border region, Fluid Frontiers explores the 
relationship between concepts of resistance and liberation from the 
underground railroad (the detroit river being a major terminal point), 
modern movements such as dudley randell’s detroit based Broadside Press, 
as well as the installation, sculptural, and performance works of local detroit 
artists. all poems read are sourced from original copies of broadside press 
and recorded in one, unrehearsed take. The readers of these poems are 
natives of the detroit Windsor region.

77 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors, 
underemployed

co-presented with black artists 
union (bau), black gold, doc now, 
regent park film festival, and 
Vertical features.

Shorts Program

The Diaspora Suite
on screen

Sun Apr 14
9:30pm
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The movement of matter is never explicit. This program 
brings together three works that launch inquiries into the 
movement of matter as collaboration. each with a distinct 
methodology, from cinematic documentary, earthquake as 
accomplice, to black liberation, and connecting histories 
of trade, optics, and art.
 — steffanie ling

Labour/Leisure, Ryan Ermacora and Jessica Johnson
north american premiere, canada, 2019, digital, 19 min, english/spanish
The okanagan Valley in the southern interior of british columbia is marketed 
as a destination of leisure, recreation, retirement, and wealth. behind this 
facade is a largely invisible agricultural labour force, comprised of temporary 
migrant workers from the global south.

Serpent Rain, Arjuna Neuman and denise Ferreira da Silva
Toronto premiere, norway, 2016, digital, 30 min, english
When prompted by a philosopher to make a film without time, the result 
is a video that speaks from inside the cut between slavery and resource 
extraction;  between black lives matter and the matter of life; between the 
state changes of elements, timelessness and tarot.

see also 4 Waters: Deep Implicancy at gallery TpW p.30 

Sunstone, Filipa César and Louis Henderson
north american premiere, uk/portugal, 2018, digital, 35 min, english/
portuguese/spanish
a colonial and visual history of optics conveyed with a strata of 16mm 
film, desktop screen captures and 3d cgi. contrasting the system of 
triangular trade with the political potential of op art in post-revolutionary 
cuba, sunstone examines the diverse social contexts of optics, divulging a 
spectrum of humanist pragmatism, discovery and oppression. 
see all That is solid. p.68.

84 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors,
underemployed

co-presented with cinema politica, 
gallery TpW, and planet in focus. 
arjuna neuman is a guest of the 
goethe-institut Toronto.

Ryan Erm
acora and Jessica Johnson, Labour/Leisure, 2019.

Shorts Program

Matter
on screen

Mon Apr 15
5pm



68 on screen

Mon Apr 15
7:30pm

sim
on m

ercer, Gary, 2019.

do you know gary?

in 1984 music producer gary davis left an early recording success in new Jersey and new york city for a fresh start in 
florida. from his new home he got to work making over 40 feature length kung-fu, zombie, and blaxploitation movies, 
while also helping birth a new sound in music: miami booty bass. featuring an eccentric cast of locals, Gary paints a fever 
dream portrait of this determined artist.

simon mercer received an ma in film theory under the supervision of feminist film scholar laura mulvey. he has since 
made numerous experimental documentaries and films about filmmakers living on the margins, as well as music videos 
for artists including dean blunt, babyfather, actress and the Junior boys.

Gary, Simon Mercer
World premiere, canada/uk, 2019, digital, 60 min, english 

58 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors,
underemployed

co-presented with musicworks, 
poV, and Toronto black film 
festival.

Feature

GARY
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Two films shaped by obscure socio-political encounters 
between east asia and the eastern bloc. While Citizens 
of the Cosmos is an experiment in defamiliarization, the 
central motif in Squere is an agent against forgetting. 
despite departing from opposite sides of a former or 
future utopianism, the otherworldly elements in each of 
these works drum up affinities with histories that fold 
back onto the present.  
 — steffanie ling 

Citizens of The Cosmos, Anton Vidokle
canadian premiere, Japan/ukraine, 2019, digital, 30 min, Japanese
a narration of the manifesto of biocosmism unfurls across a sequence of 
dream-like tableaus amongst urban shrines, a crematorium, tatami rooms, a 
bamboo forest, and a theremin recital. cosmism was introduced to Japan in 
1943 and is one of the first instances of translation of the concepts beyond 
russia and the ussr.

Squere, Karolina Breguła
World premiere, Taiwan/poland, 2017, digital, 72 min, mandarin
a mysterious object imbedded in the bushes on the square calls out to 
the citizens of a small town—“i’d like to ask you a question”—provoking a 
spectrum of reactions from calm spectatorship to organized aggression. said 
to be a public sculpture, a remnant of a bygone political order, the voice begins 
to build from sweet ambiguity to that of a screech. because what it says is 
neither a question nor an outright statement; the looming possibility of a 
question unravels the town’s functional complacency. 

102 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors,
underemployed

co-presented with ryerson 
university school of the image arts 
and yyz artists’ outlet.

karolina breguła, Squere, 2017.

Feature

Squere
on screen

Mon Apr 15
9:30pm
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There exist multiple tensions between the amplification of 
aesthetic or cultural pursuits and the political conditions, 
movements, and matter of making. This program focuses 
on the latter—video essays and strategic pop aesthetics 
are noted formal approaches to the illumination of such 
tensions. how will climate change affect the web extension 
of certain global video streaming and television sites, or 
ants? The lessons of extractions beget disappearances 
behind a veil of capital’s trinkets. 
 — Steffanie Ling

King Edward VII Equestrian Statue Floating Down The Don River, Life of a 
Craphead
Toronto premiere, canada, 2018, digital, 9 min, english
in 1969, a prominent Toronto businessman and politician purchases a “great 
equestrian statue” for Queen’s park. The statue still bears the original plaque 
stating that man depicted on the horse is “The emperor of india.” in 2017, 
life of a craphead dumps a replica of the colonial monument in the don, 
where it floats down the toxified river, making a strong proposal for corrective 
action.  

Myrmex, Elisabeth Molin
international premiere, greece, 2018, digital, 3 min
ants scurry across the fragmented surfaces of classical greek sculptures in 
the agora, showcasing a zone of subsistence within an ancient marketplace.  

Breaker of Horses, Pernille Matzen and Nanna Rebekka
Toronto premiere, denmark, 2015, digital, 14 min, danish
The long patinated surfaces of monuments celebrating the heroics of conflict 
have death and slavery sublimated into them, but their image propagates 
the alignment of death with glory, allegiance, progress. Breaker of Horses, 
structured as a formal and symbolic reading of two monuments, unravels the 
belgian colonization of the congo as a king’s ruthless and flippant pursuit of 
beauty, civic decor, and self-styled accolades. 

All That Is Solid, Louis Henderson
france, 2014, digital, 16 min, english/french
Wouldn’t you like to know the mineral weight of the cloud? filmed in the 
agbogbloshie electronic waste ground in accra and illegal gold mines of 
ghana, All That Is Solid critiques the capitalist myth of the immateriality of 
new technology.

.TV, G. Anthony Svatek
us/Tuvalu/new zealand/france, 2018, digital, 22 min, english/Tuvaluan
Voicemails left by an anonymous caller from the future guides us to the 
remote islands of Tuvalu, perhaps the first country to “disappear” due to 
rising sea levels, and the vastly popular and surprisingly lucrative country-
code web extension, .TV, along with it. The caller describes how heat, digital 
screens, and distance gave him no choice but to leave his sinking home and 
escape into cyberspace, where rising waters will never reach him.

65 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors, 
underemployed

co-presented with art metropole 
and doc institute.

Shorts Program

ALL That Is SoLid
on screen

Tue Apr 16 
5:30pm

still from
 all That is solid (2014). im

age copyright of the artist, courtesy of Video 
data bank, www.vdb.org, school of the art institute of chicago
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land is inextricable from embodied history and, here, 
this history is one of time, ritual, storytelling, and, 
crucially, indigeneity. The mythologies and spiritual 
practices that inform the earth, air, and bodies of these 
films are both eternal and in flux. spells of protection 
are cast by botanist-activists to salve the earth and its 
most vulnerable living of further wound. spaces of ritual 
worship have undergone irrevocable transformation. 
spirits inform physical materiality, physiological healing, 
emotional fortitude. ancient deities are honoured. The 
past and present intertwine in the bearing of ancestral 
knowledge and natural resource. stories of life, death, and 
space in between take place upon sacred land and within 
otherworlds.
 —sarah-Tai black 

Smudge Series, Eve-Lauryn LaFountain
canadian premiere, us, 2013, 16mm, 7 min
This trilogy of 16mm films explores living indigenous histories in southern 
california. in Indabaabasaan (i smudge it, i cleanse it), the artist cleanses the 
city and sets the tone for the following pieces. Soda Lake bends the sky, earth 
and air. Boozhoo Jiibayag (hello ghosts) shows the spirits that come out to play 
when darkness settles over the desert. The ojibwe titles come from the artist’s 
traditional tribal language, which she uses her art practice to explore, reclaim, 
and relearn. soundscapes by Jon almaraz.

Altares, Colectivo los ingrávidos
World premiere, mexico, 2019, 16mm > digital, 4 min
Altares is an audiovisual shrine to ancient deities.

La cabeza mató a todos, Beatriz Santiago Muñoz
canadian premiere, us, 2014, digital, 7 min, spanish
a mixing of indigenous mythologies with present-day characters, 
geographies, and culture in puerto rico. The title refers to how a shooting 
star was (in local mythology) interpreted as a head without a body, crossing 
the sky, signalling the arrival of chaos and destruction. The actor in the video, 
michelle nonó, is herself a hybrid creature, an androgynous figure, in touch 
with native plants—she’s a medicinal botanist but also a cultural activist. she 
hosts cultural events in her house, in an section of primarily afro-caribbean 
and post-industrial carolina.

Piramide erosionada, Colectivo los ingrávidos
north american premiere, mexico, 16mm > digital, 8 min
from pyramid to mountain.

A Tree Is Like A Man, Thorbjorg Jonsdottir
north american premiere, columbia/us, 2019, 16mm > digital, 29 min, spanish
an attempt to touch the otherworld through its edges. filmmaker Thorbjorg 
Jonsdottir met ayahuasquero don William back in the year 2000 by chance 
while traveling in the colombian amazon. The film serves as personal 
witness to don William’s lifetime relationship to ayahuasca and other 
plant medicines that are native to the jungle. With the rainforest a rich 
labyrinthine background, this portrait is at once intimate and spare, opening 
up to alternate realities as dense as the jungle itself, with kaleidoscopic 
multiplicities in both the natural and the spiritual realms.

La Bala de Sandoval, Jean Jacques Martinod
canadian premiere, ecuador, 2019, 16mm > digital, 17 min, spanish
isidro meanders through the rainforest as he and his brother recall the 
various times he came face to face with death itself.

72 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors,
underemployed

co-presented with alucine latin 
film + media arts festival, pleasure 
dome, and sur gallery.

Shorts Program

interior MythoLogies
on screen

Tue Apr 16
7:30pm

Thorbjorg Jonsdottir, A Tree Is Like A M
an, 2019.» 
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m
ichael keshane, 9 Rules: from

 Safety Precautions, 2018

michael roderick keshane is a first nations independent 
filmmaker and artist from keeseekoose first nation and 
the coté first nation reserve. his work explores the 
sense of peace that first nations people find through 
maintaining the cultural traditions of their ancestors in 
the face of uncertain futures and harsh realities.

see also outliers on Tour. p.29

9 Rules: From Safety Precautions, Michael Keshane
canada, 2018, digital, 22 min, english
The latest chapter in michael keshane’s ongoing body of work focusing on 
the loss of his elders and family members. 9 Rules is a raw, poignant and 
personal reflection on grief, struggle, and the search for healing.

Keepers For The Old People, Michael Keshane
canada, 2017, digital, 18 min, english
Keepers For The Old People is a different type of documentary. it follows the 
artist as he journeys with elders and recalls the teachings from his youth, all 
while struggling to cope with the loss of his grandparents. based on a true 
story of family loss, keshane’s journey is told by revisiting the past and looking 
between the lines of what it means to have grown up in north-central regina, 
and what it means to carry history forward as a keeper of stories, faith, pain, 
and healing.

40 min Bachir/Yerex Presentation Space
The gallery is accessible. both 
screenings will be captioned and 
described video will be available. 
The artist talk will be captioned and 
asl interpretation will be available.

free co-presented with Tangled art + 
disability and near north mobile 
media lab.

Shorts Program

Screening + TaLk with  
MichaeL Keshane

on screen

Wed Apr 17
12pm
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The ongoing discourse of domestic cinema springs 
from gabi dao’s film The Protagonists. examining the 
relationships that can be created through moving digital 
images and incorporated sound produced in close 
proximity to our homes, domestic cinema counters the 
dramatization of the home as a site of nostalgia and 
psychoanalysis, in the lives of marginalized or diasporic 
demographics. instead, this program presents the 
domestic as a playground for identities to flourish, blush, 
retreat, or trumpet. 
 — steffanie ling

The Patient Storm, dana Claxton
canada, 2006, digital, 8 min, english
storm, a graceful and gesticulating woman. lightning, she who espouses 
cool riddle speak. a conversation suspended between mythology and girl talk 
proceeds in the sky.

A-5H1, Laura Acosta and Paz Ramirez Larrain
World premiere, canada, 2019, digital, 3 min
5h1 is the shipping code for woven plastic bags without inner lining or 
coating. Three large plastic aliens wiggle and morph to perform a ballet of 
erratic movements in various public spaces throughout montreal. 

The Protagonists, Gabi dao
Toronto premiere, canada, 2018, digital, 8 min, english
a bejewelled and ornamentally manicured robotic hand flinches. Vibrant 
plumes of smoke hover between vegetable garden and greenhouse. incense 
burns. aloe, sliced. such motifs cast before us to interrogate cinematic 
history and movement as nostalgia machines fuelling the emotion of  
diaspora narratives. 

And What Is The Summer Saying?, Payal Kapadia
canadian premiere, india, 2018, digital, 21 min, marathi 
namdeo has learned to live off the forest from his father. he stares at the 
treetops, searching for honey. The wind blows and afternoon descends on 
the small village by the jungle. Women of the village whisper little secrets of 
their lost loves. 

The Lining, Charlotte Zhang
Toronto premiere, us/canada, 2018, digital, 21 min, english
The sweet and controlled banter between the family, friends, and lovers of 
a los angeles teen. love and friendship are quietly discussed, or knowingly 
intimated in the bonds we witness during ritual and hang-out. 

Five Movements /五種流行之氣, Lily Jue Sheng
international premiere, us, 2018, digital, 35 min, english
a diaristic interpretation of Wu xing, a chinese system of energies roughly 
meaning, “five kinds of qi prevailing at different times.” Two nameless, 
unidentified characters explore phantasmagoric interiors and exteriors, 
activating a loose story that visually emphasizes colour, composition, effects, 
lighting, and mood. 

96 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

$12 general admission
$6 students, seniors,
underemployed

co-presented with breakthroughts 
film festival, call again, liaison of 
independent filmmakers of Toronto, 
and saVac.

Shorts Program

Domestic Cinema
on screen

Thu Apr 18
3pm

lily Jue sheng, Five M
ovem

ents, 2018.
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This program of student works articulates a specific 
tension between aesthetic and utilitarian approaches to 
architecture, and their implicit ability to shape our socio-
political conceptions of time, space, and personhood. 
What does does it mean to see richard serra’s East-
West/West-East (2014) beside the prototypes for the new 
us/mexico border wall? in what way are we to interpret 
these aesthetics and on what side of these structures 
do we find ourselves? how can we learn to recognize 
the inherent biases in how we relate to these forms and, 
more importantly, how can we work to dismantle them? 
What walls have we built to house our perceivably unique 
experiences? What are the implications of altering our 
vision of these landscapes in such ways and how does 
this affect our understanding of the quotidian?
 — aaron moore and Jeremy saya

 

WASIS, Carr Sappier
canada, 2017, digital, 6 min
using found fabrics and objects, WASIS recreates an imaginative world from 
the perspective of an unborn child. The variety of shapes, colours, and sounds 
are ambiguously explored as if seeing and hearing them for the first time.

taking-away, Eginhartz Kanter
canadian premiere, austria/Japan, 2018, digital, 10 min
taking-away shows surprisingly quiet streets in Tokyo on a surprisingly quiet 
night. The nocturnal peace is interrupted by an unexpected intervention. 
a strange object shifts the appearance of the uncanny and seemingly 
apocalyptic landscape. it disturbs the peaceful order of the well-kept 
neighbourhood.

Buffer Zone Blues, Franz Milec
canadian premiere , czech republic, 2018, digital, 6 min
as part of the so-called strategy of mutually assured destruction, the us 
produced a list of over 2,000 nuclear targets in the eastern bloc. only a few 
years ago this information was declassified, revealing a list that includes 
not only military bases and airports but also targets that would have had an 
impact on millions of civilians.

Lane, Evangeline Brooks
canada, 2018, 16mm with digital, 3 min
shot both digitally and on 16mm, Lane explores how water changes when 
interacting with a swimmer, before reverting to stagnancy.

EVEN IN PARADISE, duane Peterson
canadian premiere, usa, 2018, digital, 10 min
serene forest groves and opaque silicon Valley windows provide the visual 
framework for this assumption-challenging essay film, which takes a critical 
geography approach toward a new way of seeing the costs of war-making 
found in the very flesh of california.

69 min Innis Town Hall
university of Toronto
2 sussex ave

Pay What You Can
 
a free shuttle bus will depart from 
innis to the cinesphere for closing 
night at 7pm.

co-presented with ocad 
university, Toronto Queer film 
festival and university of Toronto 
John h daniels faculty of 
architecture, landscape & design.

Student Program

a BLack HoLe is a BLack HoLe 
in the Ground

on screen

Thu Apr 18
5:30pm
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MONOLITH, Gabriel Bullen
Qatar, 2018, super 8/8mm with digital, 3 min
shot on super 8 film with all edits executed in-camera, this non-linear work 
examines us artist richard serra’s enigmatic installation East-West/West-
East (2014) located in the brouq nature reserve in Qatar. 

Life After Love, Zachary Epcar
canadian premiere, usa, 2018, digital, 9 min, english
a shifting in the light of the lot, where parked cars become containers for a 
collective estrangement.

It’s Going to Be Beautiful, Luis Gutierrez Arias
canadian premiere, mex/usa, 2018, digital, 9 min, spanish
eight prototypes for a border wall stand on the us-mexico border. To choose 
a winning design, border patrol officers and the military will attempt to 
climb, dig under, or breach the structures using techniques employed by 
immigrants and drug dealers.

Aufstieg, Eginhartz Kanter
canadian premiere, austria/hungary, 2018, digital, 3 min
aufstieg – “rise” – is an attempt to contrast the massive aesthetic of a 
brutalist residential block with a poetic gesture. The coexistence of nature 
and ruins is broken here by the action of a protagonist.

A Black Hole is a Black Hole in the Ground,  
Sophia Feuer & Tyler Marci
World premiere, usa, 2018, 16mm>digital, 13 min, english
concerning three groups of children from disparate upbringings, A Black 
Hole is a Black Hole in the Ground blends techniques of science fiction and 
ethnography to intimately depict the strange, ephemeral realities that arise 
on evenings of play during early youth.
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50 min Cinesphere
ontario place
955 lake shore blvd W
 

$15 general admission
$10 students, seniors, 
underemployed
preceeded by the 2019 images 
awards, p.13

includes admission to closing night 
party with myst milano

co-presented with cfmdc, 
cinesphere, imaa, mano/ramo, 
and york university school of the 
arts, media, performance & design.

oliver husain, Garden of the Legend of the Golden Snail, 2019.

This program presents five original imax commissions, giving artists a unique opportunity to 
experiment with the large screen format. in keeping with the cinematic genre typical of imax 
films—the larger-than-life landscape that forms an outer world beyond the limits of the human 
sensorium—each of the films explores expanded cinema through different ecologies of the non-
human: the forest, lichen, snails, water, and sky. The works propose different worlds of experience 
and distinct grammars of immersion through a meeting with the camera.

The invited artists in this program—oliver husain, lisa Jackson, kelly richardson, michael 
snow, and leila sujir—imagine common worlds by reflecting upon the exigencies of 
intercultural and interspecies communication. This task has taken on great urgency in the 
21st century as we grapple with how to adapt to the ecological realities brought about by 
anthropogenic climate change. 

The term “anthropocene” describes our current geological age, characterized by a massive 
acceleration in the geohistory of the earth. for some artists in this program this notion provides 
a means to reimagine our entanglements with nature and our damaged planet. for others, the 
new universalizing discourse of species avoids the real culprit: the capitalocene. as expressed by 
donna haraway, the capitalocene is the relationship between the commodification of the earth 
and the anthropocene. These notions are critical as we rethink the future of global citizenship, a 
future that depends on our capacity to communicate across cultures and species to reimagine the 
worlds we share. 
 — Curated by Janine Marchessault

cLosing NIGHT 

and awards

Thu Apr 18
8pm

OLiver Husain, Lisa Jackson, KeLLy Richardson,
MichaeL Snow, and LeiLa Sujir

OUTER WORLDS  
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Aerial, Leila Sujir
World premiere, canada, 2019, imax digital, 10 min, english
a west coast rainforest seen through a drone-mounted camera. 
moving rapidly as if it were a hummingbird, it hovers, zigzags 
horizontally, then vertically. four white embossed stills of 
a forest landscape extend the possibility of inner spaces 
encouraging us to step back into ourselves, to contemplate, and 
to engage with memory and the recording process.

Lichen, Lisa Jackson
World premiere, canada, 2019, imax digital, 10 min, english
lichen is an otherworldly film that takes a deep dive into a 
species that confounds scientists to this day. ancient and 
diverse, thriving in adversity, lichen is a model of “emergence.” 
This film reveals the hidden magical beauty of this remarkable 
life form and asks what we might learn from it.

Garden of the Legend of the Golden Snail, Oliver Husain
World premiere, canada/indonesia, 2019, imax digital 3d, 13 
min, english/indonesian  
referencing a popular fairy tale and a new source of protein, 
the first imax cinema in indonesia—the keong emas Theatre—
was built to resemble a golden apple snail. moving between 
tiny and monumental, soft and solid, mythical and invasive, 
this graceful animal is making its slow-paced way through the 
topography of imax cinema itself.

Embers and the Giants, Kelly Richardson
World premiere, canada, 2019, imax digital, 7 min 
embers and the giants presents an endangered, old-growth 
forest during twilight, articulated by thousands of embers of 
light. are we witness to a rare, exceptionally beautiful display 
of fireflies? or is human intervention at play, suggesting a time 
when we’ll need to amplify nature in order to convince the 
public of its worth?

Cityscape, Michael Snow 
World premiere, canada, 2019, imax digital, 10 min 
snow’s cityscape elaborates on the methods used in his 
groundbreaking landscape film la région centrale (1971), 
which used a 360° rotating camera. Taking the advice of his 
long-time friend, graeme ferguson, to produce the latter as an 
imax film, snow orchestrates new patterns of movement to 
dizzyingly capture the cityscape of Toronto. 

cLosing NIGHT 

and awards

Thu Apr 18
8pm

Commissioned by the Public Access Collective. Technical Production by True Frame Productions.
This is one of the 200 exceptional projects funded through the Canada Council for the Arts’ New 
Chapter program. With this $35M investment, the Council supports the creation and sharing of the 
arts in communities across Canada. 
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  Canadian   

SpotLLight:  

  KC Wei
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“There really isn’t an image of tenderness that is approximate to the meaning of the word.” 
- casey Wei, nothingreasons blog, 2012

“Woman is not the moon. She must rely on herself to shine.”
- Ting lan via Trinh T. minh-ha

“Because I love you and I don’t want you to die.”
- puzzlehead

We sit under the supermoon in midwinter, writing in reverse. bathed under moonlight, making 
stuff up, ripping off dreams, spinning webs. 

since dreaming is not automatic for everyone, perhaps even to dream is to fabricate. The particular 
blood colour of this moon occurs when blue light “undergoes stronger atmospheric scattering.”1 as 
sunlight passes through the atmosphere, it casts a reflection, refracts on the moon, illuminating 
the moon with red light. The moon appears bigger than usual when it’s close to the horizon, a 
phenomenon, i learn, called “the moon illusion.”  

casey Wei is a filmmaker whose work concerns the romance of just such a distance. her first 
film, Murky Colours (2013), is a sort of meta-adaptation of a made-for-hollywood spy novel first 
written by her father, menjin Wei. it weaves together her visualization of menjin’s script and her 
personal catalogue of friction (like when the video lens makes contact with denim as the character 
tries to buckle her seat belt), charting her movements between los angeles, hong kong, and the 
“Three ponds mirroring the moon” in hangzhou. like many films that contend with diasporic 
narratives, Murky Colours begins by cinching together multiple entries and perspectives: of an 
airplane, and then followed by other modes of transit. in an email conversation with Wei, she 

By Tiziana La MeLia

The Tender Sorrow of Casey Wei 
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explained that she shot these scenes—fragmented sequences on planes, in malls—covertly and 
at waist height, from a bag with a hole cut out for the lens. This spy device not only recalls both 
an amateur style typical of home video and the popular/punk “poor image” coined by artist hito 
steyerl to describe the aesthetic aspirations of the populist crowd,2 but also early female “home 
travelogue” cinematography, which emerged around the ’40s in america with a newly mobile 
type of (wealthy, white) woman.3 in one scene, after dressing up as the protagonist in the novel 
Femme Fatale, selina (played by Wei) sways seductively in front of a hotel window overlooking the 
city (hong kong), with a scarf that turns into a magical portal. inside this gliding visual space is 
a remixed montage of people (mainly in china) playing guitar or saxophone, or dancing at a local 
plaza. While there are far too many storylines in the film to recount here, one worth mentioning 
concerns the muted relationship between the father and his daughter as they struggle to come to 
terms with their family’s migration, guided by the former’s descriptions of disappearance in the 
shanghai neighbourhood they once called home. The kinds of distance embodied in these scenes 
have a diffracting effect—one that uses collage aesthetics, non-hierarchical points of view, and 
purposefully clashing modes of narration. The telling happens not only optically but also in the blur 
of diegetic and non-diegetic sound referencing music and folly sounds from the genres of mystery, 
action, crime, and noir cinema.

Wei’s collagist aesthetic likewise applies to her experimentation in and across other disciplines. 
performing as her solo musical act, hazy, Wei emotes the euphoria and idealism of youth culture 
resisting capitalism. This sense of integration and disintegration is most palpable in her latest film, 
art rock? The Popular Esoteric (2018), where a sense of needing space for catharsis, and for misfits 
to be seen by other publics, is conveyed by bringing various anti-establishment venues into visual 
proximity. Watching the film, i was reminded of spaces like the emergency room in Vancouver, a 
venue that marked my era of art school, or ms. T’s cabaret (a bit before my time), which burned 
down in 2003. not only does the film effectively document a scene and moment in time, it also 
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puts in motion the conditions for liveliness and multiple communities to overlap, mythologizing 
its intensities. in a city that feels increasingly unrecognizable and alienated to working class or 
struggling folk, art rock? allows, at least for a brief moment in time, the possibility of returning to 
grubby and messy stages left un-swept.

Wei’s critical and poetic diy publishing projects include the ongoing Agony Klub book series and 
music micro-label, as well as the annual essay collection Whitney Houston et al. These projects 
act as primers for films like art rock? The Popular Esoteric (2018), which documents the musical 
performances in post-olympic Vancouver between the years 2014-2018. in order to make the 
film, Wei organized exactly 31 music and performance evenings (the titular art rock? events at 
the astoria) and videographed them. The footage shot would later become a large part of the 
content of her documentary, which is sparse in didactics and full of song. The camera zooms in at a 
standing ovation that occurs over a cleared stage as Wei’s voice declares, “There has been a steep 
uprise and a steep decline, where the two curves meet, that is the point of entry to this, the popular 
esoteric [...] the popular becomes esoteric, and the esoteric fucks with the status quo.” in a 2016 
book that accompanied the album x.o. Virgo Ox by hazy, she wrote, “[t]he distance between me / 
and the screen gives / perception its shape; / it is a feedback loop of desire, / a cheap trick, / a 
recurring / dream.” moon illusions describing the romance of a distance. 

recurring in art rock? is a video by strawberry, the musical project of artists dennis ha and barry 
doupé. it depicts a haunting restaging of the final beach/death scene in luchino Visconti’s Death in 
Venice. gustav von aschenbach (played by ha) is slouched against a trash can at the edge of a littered 
boardwalk. apart from the camera’s slow movement, gustav is completely still. in the original death 
scene, a young boy named Tadzio (played by doupé), walks away from the dying man, wading into the 
adriatic sea; in this reimagining, Tadzio returns to gustav and gives him a kiss, as though awakening 
a sleeping beauty. fog contributes to a daytime drama, film noir feeling. optically, strawberry’s video 
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rhymes with Murky Colours, and was produced by Wei during her exhibition/residency Karaoke 
Video Maker Free Store at unit/pitt in Vancouver of april 2017. during this period, people from the 
community and neighbourhood responded to the artist’s offer to shoot a free music video. many who 
took up her offer were those who had performed or frequented venues like the astoria, especially 
on evenings organized by Wei. bands like Jsn (the musical project of artists steve hubert and John 
burgess) and strawberry reappear throughout the documentary, acting as a kind of shared visual 
connection and preoccupation (or love, by Wei, between these two works, made many years apart).

in When The Moon Waxes Red, Trinh T. minh-ha describes the cyclical and gravitational pulls 
of the moon as “the site of possibility for diversely repressed realities,” and further elaborates 
to say that “our relations to the moon are always a relation to the self.”4 Wei’s various projects 
are exemplary of this in their porousness and vital insistence on transformation and exposing 
repressed realities, desire, and longing for touch. (meanwhile, we are watching the supermoon, 
there exists a similar sensation to watching a durational performance that you don’t wanna walk 
out on. i tell myself to let go (of the scripts i carry to the moon) and to go back inside. some people 
respond to the moon as if it’s a refresh button; others make it an occasion to be together, even 
if after tonight we never see each other again. instead of getting angry at each other, we gain 
composure, and for two hours, at the edge of anger, wander across the city to a familiar crossroads, 
telling the same heartaches with gentle humour while slurping the souping universe together.5 
There is no shortage of a full moon story to signify a rupture in reality or to psychically cope with 
distances between humans and places, whether by exile or choice. 

let’s go back to Wei and her family rowing a boat to Three Ponds Mirroring the Moon. large captions 
superimposed over communist-style clocks recount a tragic story Wei was told by her mom as a 
child. it is about a woman married to an evil landlord, but who was in love with a noble archer. Torn, 
she sees a fortune teller who pities her and gives her a pill to split with the archer so they can be 
together forever. While waiting for him under the full moon, she looks down at the pill in her hand 
and, when glamoured6 by the moon’s shimmer, momentarily loses all sense of things and swallows 
the pill whole. The woman floats up to the moon and is cursed to spend eternity at a distance.7 
Tenderness perhaps can’t exist as an image, but in the suffering of holding onto a lost object. 

1 Why does the moon turn red? https://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/why-does-moon-look-red-lunar-eclipse.html. accessed 
January 29, 2019 

2 “poor images are thus popular images—images that can be made and seen by the many. They express all the contradictions of the 
contemporary crowd: its opportunism, narcissism, desire for autonomy and creation, its inability to focus or make up its mind, its 
constant readiness for transgression and simultaneous submission.” steyerl, hito, “in defense of The poor image”, e-flux journal, 
2009.

3 referring to courtney stephens, an la based filmmakers research and film Terra Femme (2017). 

4 minh-ha, Trinh T., The Moon Waxes Red: Representational Gender and Cultural Politics. routledge, 1992. minh-ha proposes 
darkness and the moon as a distinctly asian and feminine space for non-binary thought.

5 a reference to both Wei’s nothingreasions blog, friends and the “miso soup” universe (after coffee cup in godard’s 2 ou 2 chose que 
je sais d’elle, 1967) depicted in a sequence within murky colours and described in Wei’s essay about yasujiro ozu, ozu’s seasons. 
blank cheque, 2017.

6 To «glamour,» the ability of a vampire to charm a human into obeying and erasing human memory, as in the TV series True Blood. 
archaic definitions of the word glamour are linked to both grammar and magic. Wikipedia. accessed on January 29, 2018.

7 i thought about persephone, who never meant to go travelling at all. but her desirability meant she got trafficked by her father, 
zeus, to her uncle hades. and when she ate of the fruit there, the pomegranate, she became chained to both, homeless, doomed to 
migrate seasonally, and set in cycle the entire world.
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FREE ADMISSION 
199 Richmond Street West, Toronto

How to Breathe Forever is a group 
exhibition that underlines the importance 
and interconnectedness of air, animals, land, 
plants and water.

Mary Anne Barkhouse, Maryanne Casasanta, 
DaveandJenn, Li Xinmo, Qavavau 
Manumie, Pejvak (Rouzbeh Akhbari + Felix 
Kalmenson), Naufus Ramírez-Figueroa, 
Ningiukulu Teevee, Flora Weistche

Curated by Lisa Deanne Smith

videopool.org

MULTI-CHANNEL AUDIO

ELECTRONICS LAB

TRACKING STUDIO

VR MOTION CAPTURE LAB 

MEDIA ARTS DISTRIBUTION

2 NEW SPACES
POOLSIDE GALLERY

+
THE OUTPUT A/V

PERFORMANCE VENUE
Winnipeg MB
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Nov 7-10, 2019
Deadline: Aug 3, 2019

July 18–27, 2019
www.fabfilmfest.ca

Video. Performance. Installation. Dialogue.

NEXT CALL 
FOR ENTRIES 
APRIL 2019

WWW.KASSELERDOKFEST.DE
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OTHER PLACES: REFLECTIONS ON 
MEDIA ARTS PRACTICES IN CANADA

Edited by Deanna Bowen
Assistant Editor Keli Safi a Maksud

Available in Print from Public Books
Online at: otherplaces.mano-ramo.ca

July 2019

Image credit: Lisa Myers
detail of Blueprint Garden River photo courtesy of the artist

W W W . R E E L A S I A N . C O M  •  •  •  N O V E M B E R  2 0 1 9
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ROAM FREE.

*Valid only for the Toronto City Center, ON (15417). © 2019 Super 8 Worldwide, Inc. 
All rights reserved. All Super 8 hotels are independently owned and operated.

Join us for the Toronto Images Festival, April 11-18, 2019. Call directly to the 
hotel and ask for the Toronto Images Festival Rate of $114.00 single/double*.

SUPER 8 
DOWNTOWN TORONTO
222 Spadina Avenue
Toronto, ON M5T 3B3
647.426.8118 
super8downtowntoronto.com

$114.00
FREE BREAKFAST. 
FREE WIFI.

SINGLE/DOUBLE
PLUS APLLICABLE TAXES*



A Nonprofi t Artist-Run Centre and Film Lab
Supporting Moving-Image Artists Since 1980

Vancouver | Unceded Coast Salish Territories
www.cineworks.ca

CRITICAL ART + CULTURE

For information on our  
annual call for submissions  
visit aspacegallery.org.

A Space Gallery gratefully acknowledges 
the support of our members and project  
partners as well as the Canada Council  
for the Arts, the Ontario Arts Council and  
the Toronto Arts Council.

401 Richmond St W • Suite 110
Toronto Ontario •  M5V 3A8
info@aspacegallery.org

䌀匀嘀 挀漀渀最爀愀琀甀氀愀琀攀猀 
琀栀攀 瀀愀爀琀椀挀椀瀀愀琀椀渀最 

愀爀琀椀猀琀猀 椀渀 琀栀椀猀 礀攀愀爀✀猀 
䤀洀愀最攀猀 ㈀　㤀 

昀攀猀琀椀瘀愀氀⸀
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挀栀愀爀氀攀猀猀琀爀攀攀琀瘀椀搀攀漀⸀挀漀洀
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Join us at the 20th Annual Festival

October 22-27, 2019 

#iN20

                         @imagineNATIVE
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Getting
Independent Films
On Screens Everywhere 
Since 1967

www.cfmdc.org

TORONTO & ENVIRONS | OTTAWA
ONTARIO REGIONS | MONTREAL

February / March 2019

Laura Henno, M’Tsamboro, video still, 2017 
at Ryerson Image Centre, Toronto

www.slateartguide.com
twitter.com/SLATEartguide

For gallery
goers

available in print 
at over 160 art venues
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a space gallery - p.85
access Visual art - p.47
akimbo - p.49
art gallery of york university (agyu) - p.45
border crossings - p.46
bump TV - p.50
calarts school of film/Video - p.21
cfmdc - p.87
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ABIGAIL CHILd
abigail child has been at the forefront 
of experimental writing and media since 
the 1980s. an acknowledged pioneer in 
montage, child’s early film work addressed 
the interplay between sound and image 
in the context of reshaping narrative 
tropes, in a manner that prefigured many 
contemporary and future media concerns.
p.58-59

AdAM KHALIL
adam khalil is a filmmaker and artist from 
the ojibway tribe who lives and works in 
brooklyn. his practice attempts to subvert 
traditional forms of ethnography through 
humor, relation, and transgression. khalil’s 
work has been exhibited at the moma, 
sundance film festival, Walker arts 
center, lincoln center, Tate modern, and 
Whitney museum of american art.
p.63

AISHA SASHA JOHN
aisha sasha John’s medium is energy. her 
solo dance show the aisha of is premiered 
at the Whitney museum in 2017. in 2018 
it was presented by the mai and Toronto’s 
2018 summerworks festival. I have to live. 
(mcclelland & stewart, 2017) was finalist 
for the 2018 griffin poetry prize.
p.61

ANdRéS BARON
andrés baron is an artist who lives and 
works in paris. Through working in film, 
video and photography, his practice is 
interested in how the image is transformed 
by screens and networks, and play with 
spaces of representation. he received his 
mfa from l’École nationale supérieure des 
arts décoratifs in paris.
p.53

ANNA RIdLER
anna ridler is an artist and researcher 
who works with information and data. 
her interests include drawing, machine 
learning, data collection, storytelling, and 
technology. she has degrees from the 
royal college of art, oxford university, 
and university of arts london. she lives 
and works in london, uk. 
p.32

ANTON VIdOKLE
anton Vidokle is an artist and editor of 
e-flux journal. he was born in moscow 
and lives in new york and berlin. Vidokle’s 
work has been exhibited internationally 
at documenta 13 and the 56th Venice 
biennale. Vidokle’s films have been 
presented at bergen assembly, shanghai 
biennale, the 65th and 66th berlinale 
international film festival, gwangju 
biennale, center pompidou, Tate modern, 
haus der kulturen der Welt, stedelijk 
museum, and others.
p.67

ARJUNA NEUMAN
arjuna neuman is an artist, filmmaker 
and writer. his work has been presented 
at Whitechapel gallery, london; istanbul 
modern, istanbul; sharjah biennial, uae; 
bergen assembly, norway; at nTu centre 
for contemporary art, singapore; and the 
56th Venice biennale.
p.30, 65

ARNAIT VIdEO PROdUCTIONS
arnait Video productions has been 
producing video since 1991. it is a 
collective of women from igloolik (inuit 
and non-inuit) who express their values 
and views through a medium that allows 
them to share their stories with both 
their community and outside audiences. 
arnaitvideo.ca
p.40

ARON LESNIK
aron lesnik is a conceptual video and 
performance artist. in his works he 
broaches the mechanics of representation 
and normative identities. he studied in 
leipzig, Vienna and braunschweig and 
was a master student of prof. candice 
breitz. he lives and works in berlin, 
germany.
p.32

BASMA ALSHARIF
basma alsharif is an artist/filmmaker 
born in kuwait to palestinian parents, 
raised between france, the u.s. and gaza, 
she is currently based in cairo. alsharif 
has exhibited internationally including in 
new york city, berlin; sharjah; são paulo, 
murcia, Tokyo, and paris.
p.28, 56, 58-59

BAYLEY SWEITZER
bayley sweitzer is a filmmaker currently 
based in brooklyn. his practice revolves 
around a dynamic engagement with 
the margins and an interest in the 
chronomorphic qualities of narrative, 
specifically the camera’s ability to 
consolidate dimensions. his work has 
been shown at film society lincoln 
center, anthology film archives, pacific 
film archive, Tate modern.
p.63

BEATRICE GIBSON
beatrice gibson is an artist and filmmaker 
based in london. her films are often 
improvised in nature, exploring the pull 
between chaos and control in the process 
of their own making. gibson is twice 
winner of The Tiger award for best short 
film at the rotterdam international film 
festival and winner of the 2015 baloise art 
prize, art basel.
p.39

BEATRIZ SANTIAGO MUñOZ
beatriz santiago muñoz was born in san 
Juan, puerto rico, in 1972. she completed 
her ba in humanities at the university of 
chicago in 1993 and received her mfa 
from the school of the art institute of 
chicago in 1997, where she studied film 
and video.
p.69

BYRON PETERS
byron peters is an artist and writer 
based in Vancouver (unceded coast 
salish Territories). his collaborative and 
solo works take the form of sculpture, 
text, sound, and video, and his research 
engages emerging technologies, economic 
imaginaries, prison education, and the 
histories of science.
p.62

CALLUM HILL
callum hill is a london based artist 
filmmaker. her films are led by real 
characters, locations and experiences. 
from these factual starting points 
she constructs idiosyncratic, at times 
erratic, narratives that move between 
the personal and the political. film 
awards include The 2018 berwick new 
cinema award (crowtrap) and The 
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2016 aesthetica artist film award 
(solo damas) she is currently artist in 
resident at the irish museum of modern 
art developing the film ‘a portrait of an 
artist as a young german bitch’.
p.54

CARR SAPPIER
With deep roots in their Wolastoqew 
community of Tobique first nation, carr 
sappier is a two-spirited filmmaker based 
out of Vancouver finishing their fine 
arts degree at simon fraser university. 
carr’s passion for filmmaking stems from 
an aspiration to decolonize the screen 
and offer an alternative perspective of 
Wolastoqiyik storytelling.
p.72-73

CAULEEN SMITH
cauleen smith is inspired by 
structuralism, Third World cinema and 
science fiction in her interdisciplinary 
filmmaking practice. her films and 
installations have been exhibited in The 
kitchen, mca chicago and Threewalls 
chicago and featured in many group 
exhibitions around the world including 
houston, new york, leipzig and berlin. 
she now works as a faculty member at the 
Vermont college of fine arts.
p.54, 58-59

CHANTAL AKERMAN
born in 1950 in brussels, chantal 
akerman lived and worked in paris until 
her death in 2015. akerman has exhibited 
in important group and solo exhibitions, 
and biennales globally, and her works are 
held in many museum collections.
(moca)
p.28, 56, 58

CHARLES TONdERAI MUdEdE
charles Tonderai mudede is a 
zimbabwean-born cultural critic, urbanist, 
filmmaker, lecturer, and writer. he is the 
film editor of the stranger, and a lecturer 
at cornish college. in 2018, he directed 
his first film, Thin skin, from a script he 
wrote with lindy West and aham oluo.
p.57

CHARLOTTE ZHANG
charlotte zhang (b. 1999) is a filmmaker 
and occasional writer from Vancouver 
island, currently studying film/Video at 
california institute of the arts.
p.71

CHRIS BINKOWSKI
chris bucko binkowski is an emerging 
multidisciplinary artist working primarily 

in electronic music performance and 
abstract painting. he performs improvised 
synth based music via iphone. bucko 
paints in acrylic and digitally.
p.29

CHRISTINE NEGUS
christine negus is a multidisciplinary 
artist and writer who employs humour 
and irony to investigate nostalgia and loss. 
her works range from ephemeral objects, 
including glittery party banners, neon 
signs and artificially-flowered memorial 
wreaths, to single-channel animations 
and videos that are all steeped in a sweet 
sadness.
p.29

CHRISTOPHER HARRIS
christopher harris is a filmmaker whose 
films and video installations read african 
american historiography through the 
poetics and aesthetics of experimental 
cinema. his work employs manually and 
photo-chemically altered appropriated 
moving images, staged reenactments of 
archival artifacts and interrogations of 
documentary conventions.
p.55, 58-59

COLECTIVO LOS INGRáVIdOS
colectivo los ingrávidos (Tehuacán, mexico 
2012). 300+ films since 2012; screenings 
and exhibitions at international film festival 
rotterdam, international short film festival 
oberhausen, flaherty film seminar (new 
york), crossroads (san francisco), filmadrid 
(madrid), media city film festival, ann 
arbor film festival and images festival.
p.69

dANA CLAxTON
dana claxton is a hunkpapa lakota 
filmmaker, photographer, and performance 
artist. her work looks at stereotypes, 
historical context, and gender studies 
of indigenous peoples of the americas, 
specifically those of the first nations. 
in 2007, she was awarded an eiteljorg 
fellowship for native american fine art.
p.71

dENISE FERREIRA dA SILVA
dr. denise ferreira da silva is a professor 
and director of The social Justice institute 
(the institute for gender, race, sexuality, 
and social Justice) at the university of 
british columbia. her academic writings 
and artistic practice address the ethical 
questions of the global present and target 
the metaphysical and ontoepistemological 
dimensions of modern thought.
p.30, 65

EGINHARTZ KANTER
eginhartz kanter works with film, video, 
photography and installation, mainly 
in the context of public space. The 
starting point for his projects are often 
deserted architectural situations, which 
he discovers on extensive tours through 
(sub)urban landscapes. in his artistic 
approach he questions the boundaries 
and conventions of everyday life and living 
environments.
p.72-73

ELISABETH MOLIN
elisabeth molin has shown her videos at 
the 31st stuttgarter filmwinter, 7th cairo 
Video festival, and arctic moving image 
& film festival. she has been awarded 
residencies at iscp, new york, cité 
internationale des arts, paris and cca 
andratx, mallorca.
p.68

EMILIJA ŠKARNULYTė
emilija Škarnulytė is a nomadic visual 
artist and filmmaker. between the fictive 
and documentary, she works primarily 
with deep time, from the cosmic and 
geologic to the ecological and political. 
she currently co-directs polar film lab, a 
collective for 16mm analogue film practice 
located in Tromsø, norway.
p.37

EPHRAIM ASILI
ephraim asili is a filmmaker, dJ, and 
traveler whose work focuses on the 
african diaspora as a cultural force. his 
films have screened in festivals and 
venues all over the world, including 
the new york film festival, Toronto 
international film festival, international 
film festival rotterdam, The united 
states national gallery of art, The 
Whitney museum, and The museum of 
modern art.
p.64

EUGENE LEFRANCOIS
eugene lefrancois is a métis woodland 
artist, who identifies as an injured worker. 
noting that his injury while working 
caused their disability, lefrancois believes 
society wants to lump the injured worker 
into the category of disabled, which they 
are not. lefrancois is a worker first and 
foremost, and will fight any label that is 
placed upon injured workers.
p.29

EVANGELINE BROOKS
evangeline brooks is a hybrid media artist 
working in art direction and production 



design. her work moves between analog 
and digital media, exploring identity, 
space, and interactivity. past film work has 
been featured at festivals in canada and 
the us, including Tiffxinstagram and the 
calgary international film festival.
p.72-73

EVE-LAURYN LAFOUNTAIN
eve-lauryn little shell lafountain (Turtle 
mountain chippewa) is a los angeles 
based multimedia artist and educator. she 
is a member of the echo park film center 
co-op. her work explores identity, history, 
indigenous futurism, feminism, ghosts, 
magic, and her mixed native american 
and Jewish heritage through lens based 
media and installations.
p.69

FILIPA CéSAR
filipa césar is an artist and filmmaker 
interested in the fictional aspects of the 
documentary, the porous borders between 
cinema and its reception, and the politics 
and poetics inherent to the moving image 
and imaging technologies.
p.65

FRANZ MILEC
franz milec (1993, Žilina, slovakia) 
is a filmmaker and multimedia artist 
focusing on the intersection of film and 
data visualization. Working with open 
source software, commercial apis, and 
public domain sources, franz constructs 
multisensory experiences while also 
building his own software tools.
p.72-73

G. ANTHONY SVATEK
g. anthony svatek’s films have screened at 
numerous international festivals, such as 
new york film festival, international film 
festival rotterdam and ann arbor film 
festival. anthony serves as a board member 
at The film-makers’ cooperative, staffs at 
the flaherty film seminar, produces for 
bbc World news, and volunteers at the 
american museum of natural history.
p.68

GABI dAO
gabi dao creates sculpture, installation, 
sound works and video. she co-publishes 
the weekly radio show artspeak radio 
digest on 100.5fm and organizes 
exhibitions and events at the project space 
duplex on the unceded coast salish 
territories of the musqueam, squamish 
and Tsleil-Waututh nations, also known 
as Vancouver.
p.71

GABRIEL BULLEN
gabriel bullen is an artist and filmmaker 
from yellowknife, northwest Territories, 
canada. his filmography consists of short 
narrative, documentary, and animation. 
his fields of interest also include 
experimental film, storyboarding, and 
animation. he has shot on hdslr, super 
8 and super 16mm, mobile phones, and 
red epic mysterium-x. he creates his 
own analogue Vfx using old techniques 
with ink, milk, and a fish tank.
p.72-73

HITO STEYERL
hito steyerl is a german filmmaker, visual 
artist, writer, and innovator of the essay 
documentary. her principal topics of 
interest are media, technology, and the 
global circulation of images. steyerl holds 
a phd in philosophy from the academy of 
fine arts Vienna and is currently professor 
of new media art at the berlin university 
of the arts.
(Tate)
p.60, 78, 80

JA’TOVIA GARY
Ja’Tovia m. gary (b. dallas, Tx. 1984) is 
an artist and filmmaker currently living 
and working in brooklyn, new york. 
gary’s work seeks to liberate the distorted 
histories through which black life is often 
viewed while fleshing out a nuanced and 
multivalent black interiority. Through 
documentary film and experimental video 
art, gary charts the ways structures of 
power shape our perceptions around 
representation, race, gender, sexuality, and 
violence.
p.54

JEAN JACQUES MARTINOd
Jean-Jacques martinod is a filmmaker 
and multimedia artist. his works have 
screened in a variety of venues, festivals, 
galleries and diy spaces. his films 
oscillate between non-fiction traditions 
using formal experiments in celluloid 
film, analogue tape, digital media, and 
archival footage. he is a member of 
both the global emergent media lab 
and the centre for expanded poetics at 
concordia university.
p.69

JESSICA JOHNSON
Jessica Johnson is an award-winning 
experimental filmmaker based in 
Vancouver, b.c. her films have played at 
Vancouver international film festival, 
festival du nouveau cinéma, images 
festival, Wndx, and internationally, in 

cities such as edinburgh, Trento, and 
leiden.
p.65

JONAS BLUME
Jonas blume is a conceptual video and 
installation artist. his work deals with 
online and offline realities and identities. 
he received a bfa in sculpture from pratt 
institute, new york, and an ma in Visual 
and media anthropology from fu berlin. 
he lives and works in berlin, germany.
p.32

JULIA CHARLOTTE RICHTER
Julia charlotte richter is a video artist. 
she explores the nature of human 
existence and the meaning of present in 
different stages of age and awareness. 
she studied at fine art schools in 
kassel and braunschweig, germany, and 
portsmouth, uk. she lives and works in 
berlin, germany.
p.32

JULIA PAOLI
Julia paoli is the director of exhibitions 
and programs at mercer union, Toronto.
p.39

KAROLINA BREGUłA
karolina breguła works in the fields of 
film, video, photography, installation 
and happening. her work explores the 
problems of the status of «the artwork», 
the materiality of art objects and 
their functioning within institutional 
frameworks. her work has been exhibited 
at the national museum in Warsaw, 
Jewish museum in new york, and the 55th 
Venice biennale.
p.67

KC WEI
kc Wei is an interdisciplinary artist, 
filmmaker, and musician based in 
Vancouver. in 2016, she began Agony Klub, 
a music and printed matter label that 
releases material under the framework of 
the “popular esoteric”. her music projects 
include kamikaze nurse, hazy, and late 
spring.
p.60, 76-80

KELLY RICHARdSON
Taking cues from landscape painting, 
cinema, and planetary research, kelly 
richardson crafts video installations 
and photographs that offer imaginative 
glimpses into the future and prompt 
careful considerations of the present. her 
work has been selected for the beijing, 
busan, canadian, gwangju and montréal 



biennales, as well as major moving image 
exhibitions including Tiff and sundance.
p.74-75

KEVIN JEROME EVERSON
kevin Jerome everson is artist and maker 
of numerous short films and features 
about the working-class culture of black 
americans. in 2006, everson was voted 
one of the 25 most important new faces 
in independent cinema by filmmaker 
magazine. everson is also a professor at 
the university of Virginia in charlottesville.
p.58-59

LAURA HUERTAS MILLáN
laura huertas millán is an artist and 
filmmaker. she studied at the beaux-arts 
de paris and le fresnoy before going on to 
complete a phd on “ethnographic fictions” 
at psl university and harvard. black sun 
(2016) received two honourable mentions 
(fidmarseille, doclisboa) and won best 
short film at fronteira and midbo.
p.54

LEILA SUJIR
leila sujir was born in hyderabad, india, 
and moved to Quebec in canada as a 
child. she first studied literature at the 
university of alberta (bachelor of arts), 
and then moved immediately into film 
production as a young artist, working with 
the documentary form with the support of 
the canada council for the arts and the 
alberta foundation for the arts.
p.74-75

LIFE OF A CRAPHEAd
life of a craphead is the collaboration of 
amy lam and Jon mccurley. Their work 
spans performance art, film, and curation. 
The name “life of a craphead” comes from 
the opening joke of the very first live comedy 
routine they performed together in 2006. 
amy is chinese and Jon is Vietnamese-irish 
and they live and work in Toronto, canada.
p.68

LILY JUE SHENG
lily Jue sheng works across film, video, 
2d, performance, and installation. she 
is based in nyc & nJ. her work has 
screened at the Whitney museum, new 
york; museum of fine arts, boston; musée 
d’art contemporain de montréal, montreal; 
1933 slaughterhouse and West bund art 
& design fair, shanghai.
p.71

LIORA BELFORd
liora belford is an israeli-canadian 
sound artist, curator and scholar. she is 

currently a phd abd candidate at the 
department of art history, university of 
Toronto. she is preparing Listening to 
Snow for the art museum (Toronto), a 
major exhibition on the sound works of 
artist michael snow.
p.35

LISA JACKSON
anishinaabe filmmaker lisa Jackson’s 
genre-crossing work includes fiction, 
documentary, animation, virtual reality, 
and a musical. her work has been 
screened at festivals around the world, 
aired on canadian TV networks and has 
garnered her a genie award. her recent 
Vr piece biidaaban: first light premiered 
at Tribeca’s storyscapes and has played 
internationally to great acclaim.
p.74-75

LISA STEELE
lisa steele is founder and artistic 
director of Vtape. steele has worked in 
collaboration with kim Tomczak since 
1983, producing videotapes, photo 
works and installations that have been 
featured in exhibitions in canada and 
beyond. They are the recipients of a 
governor general’s award for lifetime 
achievement in Visual and media arts, 
the canada council.
p.37

LORNA MILLS
lorna mills is a digital media artist. she 
obsessively reconstructs and reanimates 
marginal or obscene online culture in gif 
collages and physical installations. she 
studied at information Technology design 
centre, university of Toronto. she lives 
and works in Toronto, canada.
p.32

LOUIS HENdERSON
louis henderson is a filmmaker who 
is trying to find new ways of working 
with people to address and question our 
current global condition as defined by 
racial capitalism and the ever-present 
histories of the european colonial project. 
Their working method is archaeological.
p.65, 68

LUIS ARIAS
luis gutiérrez arias (b. 1990) is a 
mexican-cuban filmmaker and video artist 
whose work explores notions of identity 
politics, neo-colonialism and the politics 
of cinema. his work has been shown at 
sundance, dokleipzig, kasseler dokfest, 
morelia and guanajuato among others.
p.72-73

MAHdI FLEIFEL
mahdi fleifel (1979, united arab emirates) 
is a danish-palestinian filmmaker and visual 
artist who graduated from the uk national 
film & TV school in 2009. fleifel was born 
in dubai, and grew up in a refugee camp 
in lebanon and later in denmark. he now 
resides in amsterdam. in 2009, fleifel 
graduated from the british national film 
and Television school and founded the 
production company nakba filmWorks with 
patrick campbell.
p.54

MANJA EBERT
manja ebert is a video and media artist. 
she is interested in online culture and self-
perception in the digital age. she studied 
art and media at udk berlin and is a master 
student of prof. candice breitz at hbk 
braunschweig. she lives and works in berlin, 
germany.
p.32

MARNIE ELLEN HERTZLER
marnie ellen hertzler is a filmmaker in 
baltimore, maryland. in 2018 she was named 
one of filmmaker magazine’s 25 new 
faces in independent film. her work has 
screened at locarno, rotterdam, and moma. 
influenced by her background in psychology, 
her films explore interpersonal relationships, 
and the technology that defines us.
p.53

MICHAEL dUMONT
michel dumont is a queer métis two spirited 
disabled artist currently residing in Thunder 
bay. making outfits for the local and national 
drag communities allows him to work around 
his multiple chemical sensitivity using non 
toxic materials. Working with shattered tile, 
mirrors his daily life dealing with a shattered 
back, which drives him to make something 
beautiful out of it.
p.29

MICHAEL KESHANE
michael roderick keshane is a first nations 
independent filmmaker and artist from 
keeseekoose first nation, and the coté 
first nation reserve. his work explores the 
sense of peace that first nations people find 
through maintaining the cultural traditions 
of their ancestors in the face of uncertain 
futures and harsh realities.
p.29, 70

MICHAEL SNOW
Visual artist and musician michael 
snow’s films have been presented at 
festivals around the world and are in 
the collections of several film archives, 



including anthology film archives, the 
royal belgian film archives, and the 
oesterreichisches film museum.
p.74-75

NANNA REBEKKA
nanna rebekka is an independent 
filmmaker based in copenhagen. her 
work lies within the realm of hybrid fiction, 
documentary and video art. she has 
studied filmmaking at center for digital 
arts and experimental media, university 
of Washington and at school of the arts, 
media, performance & design, york 
university. she is a former member of mix 
copenhagen lgbTQ film festival.
p.68

NASRIN HIMAdA
nasrin himada is a palestinian writer, 
editor, and curator based in Tio’tia:ke 
(montréal), in kanien’kehá:ka territory. Their 
writing on contemporary art has appeared 
in canadian art, c magazine, critical 
signals, The funambulist, fuse magazine, 
contemptorary and mice magazine.
p.36

NEVET YITZHAK
nevet yitzhak is a graduate of the naggar 
school of photography, media and new 
music, and the bezalel program for 
advanced studies in art. her work is in 
the collection of israel museum, Tel aviv 
museum of art, museum for islamic art 
(Jerusalem), petach Tikva museum of 
art, shpilman institute for photography, 
among others.
p.35

NICOLE KELLY WESTMAN
nicole kelly Westman is a visual artist of 
métis and icelandic descent. she grew 
up in a supportive home with strong-
willed parents; her mother, a considerate 
and creative woman, and her father, an 
anonymous feminist. her work culls from 
formative years for insight and inspiration 
as she takes care to remediate what she 
has mined.
p.38

OLIVER HUSAIN
artist and filmmaker oliver husain uses 
a wide range of cinematic languages and 
visual pleasures—such as dance, puppetry, 
costume special effects—to invite viewers 
into complex narrative set-ups. husain has 
participated in numerous international 
exhibitions and film festivals. in 2018 he 
had solo exhibitions at gallery clages, 
cologne and at remai modern, saskatoon.
p.74-75

ONYEKA IGWE
onyeka igwe is an artist and researcher 
working between cinema and installation. 
she is born and based in london, uk. 
onyeka uses dance, voice, archive and text 
to expose a multiplicity of narratives. she 
has shown at the ica, london, northwest 
film center, berlin biennale and the 
london, international film festival 
rotterdam and hamburg international 
short film festival.
p.58-59

ORNELLA FIERES
ornella fieres is a photography and video 
artist. she deals with the transitions 
between the analogue and digital space, 
the loss and transformation of data 
and energy. she holds a diploma in 
Visual communication from offenbach 
university of art and design. she lives and 
works in berlin, germany.
p.32

PAMILA MATHARU
pamila matharu is an immigrant-
settler of south asian descent, born in 
birmingham, uk, and based in Tkaronto. 
she is an interdisciplinary artist, educator 
and cultural producer who works in 
installation art, social practice and lens-
based strategies.
p.31

PAYAL KAPAdIA
payal kapadia is a mumbai based 
filmmaker and artist. she studied film 
direction at the film & Television institute 
of india. her earlier work includes 
Afternoon Clouds (2017), The Last Mango 
Before the Monsoon and Watermelon, Fish 
& half Ghost. she is currently developing 
her first feature, which was selected for 
the Three rivers residency, rome.
p.71

PAZ RAMIREZ LARRAIN  
ANd LAURA ACOSTA
paz ramirez larrain is an audiovisual 
artist from santiago, chile and laura 
acosta is a performance and textile artist 
from bogota, colombia. both artists 
currently reside in montreal, canada, and 
draw from their experiences as immigrant 
women of colour to question how different 
individuals claim space.
p.71

PERNILLE LYSTLUNd MATZEN
pernille lystlund matzen is an 
independent writer and filmmaker 
currently living in copenhagen. her 
work concentrates on new documentary 

forms, video art and essayistic modes 
of filmmaking. she holds a master’s 
degree in art history and modern culture 
from columbia university, universität 
der kunste, berlin, and copenhagen 
university. she currently works as an 
art critic at the danish newspaper 
information.
p.68

PUBLIC STUdIO
public studio is the collective art practice 
of filmmaker elle flanders and architect 
Tamira sawatzky. public studio creates 
large-scale public art works, lens-based 
works, films, and immersive installations. 
grounded in the personal, social, and 
political implications of landscape, 
public studio’s multidisciplinary practice 
engages themes of ecology, political 
dissent, war and militarization.
p.41

RORY PILGRIM
centred on emancipatory concerns, 
pilgrim’s work aims to challenge the very 
nature of how we come together, speak, 
listen and strive for social change through 
sharing and voicing personal experience. 
recent solo exhibitions include between 
bridges, south london gallery, and 
andriesse-eyck galerie, amsterdam.
p.53

RYAN ERMACORA
ryan ermacora is an award-winning 
filmmaker based in Vancouver, b.c. his 
work investigates the visible and invisible 
ways in which humans have engraved 
themselves into natural spaces and is 
informed by an interest in avant-garde 
depictions of landscape. his work has 
screened at the doxa documentary 
festival, The edinburgh international film 
festival, Wndx and Viff.
p.65

SARAH OH-MOCK
sarah oh-mock creates surrealistic 
video works, installations, objects, 
photographs and drawings that deal with 
the artificiality of urban spaces, culture, 
nature and the subconscious. she studied 
at the fine art academies of berlin, 
kassel and mainz. she lives and works in 
berlin, germany.
p.32

SARAH PUPO
sarah pupo’s practice bridges 
watercolour, drawing, provisional 
installation, and lo-fi animation. she 
works with materials and processes that 



foreground intuition, associative thinking 
and ritual as means of accessing subtle 
logics and cyclical time.  she lives and 
works in montreal, Qc.
p.36

SHARONA FRANKLIN
sharona franklin work disseminates 
a personal mythology of gender, class, 
bio-citizenship, and botany. her work is 
reflexive to propaganda, transhumanism 
and bioethics, working to expand 
contemporary interpretations of genetic 
engineering. in 2016 franklin published a 
book of visual prose titled Rental Bod.
p.33

SIMON MERCER
simon mercer received an ma in film 
theory under the supervision of feminist 
film scholar laura mulvey. he has 
since made numerous experimental 
documentaries and films about 
filmmakers living on the margins, as 
well as music videos for artists including 
dean blunt, babyfather, actress and the 
Junior boys.
p.66

SKY HOPINKA
sky hopinka is a ho-chunk nation 
national and descendent of the pechanga 
band of luiseño indians. he received 
his ba from portland state university in 
liberal arts and his mfa in film, Video, 
animation, and new genres from the 
university of Wisconsin-milwaukee.
p.54

SOPHIA FEUER
sophia feuer is a filmmaker and 
multimedia artist from upstate new york. 
she has spent the past year working 
on various independent films in new 
york, germany and costa rica. she 
works in new york and san francisco 
as a freelance director of photography. 
she graduated from ithaca college with 
a bachelor of science in cinema and 
photography, art and anthropology.
p.72-73

THE SWAN COLLECTIVE
The swan collective is an artist group. 
They mix different techniques like 3d 
animation, painting, paper embossment, 
literature, photography and performance. 
The founder, felix kraus, studied media 
art at the academy of fine arts in munich 
and hfg karlsruhe. he lives and works in 
berlin, germany.
p.32

THERESA HAK KYUNG CHA
from the mid-1970s until her death 
at age 31 in 1982, korean-born artist 
Theresa hak kyung cha created a rich 
body of conceptual art that explored 
displacement and loss. informed by 
french psychoanalytic film theory, her 
video works use performance and text to 
explore interactions of language, meaning 
and memory. cha’s posthumously 
published book dictée is an influential 
investigation of identity in the context of 
history, ethnicity and gender.
p.58-59

THORBJORG JONSdOTTIR
Thorbjorg Jonsdottir is a visual artist and 
experimental filmmaker from iceland. 
she works primarily in 16mm film, video 
installation and collage. Thorbjorg’s films 
and video installations have screened both 
in galleries and film festivals in europe, 
asia and the us.
p.69

TINA SAUERLäNdER
Tina sauerländer is an independent curator 
and writer. she is a co-founder and director 
of peer to space, co-founder of radiancevr.
co and founder of saloon berlin, a network 
for women artists in berlin.
p.32

TINA WILKE
Tina Wilke is a media artist from east 
berlin. her work deals with postcolonial 
processes in the context of global mobility 
and digital networks. she graduated from 
the university of arts berlin in art and 
media and the national university of arts 
buenos aires in Theater with new media 
and interactivity.
p.32

TIZIANA LA MELIA
born in italy and currently living on 
unceded coast salish territories, Tiziana 
la melia is the author of Oral Like Cloaks, 
Dialect: Selected Writing and the chapbook 
Broom Emotion. she has had recent 
solo and collaborative presentations at 
leclere centfare d’art, galerie anne 
baurrault, csa space, damien and the 
love guru.
p.76-80

TYLER MARCI
Tyler macri (b. 1996, usa) is a recent 
graduate of ithaca college holding a degree 
in cinema, photography, and Writing. in 
2017 he was the recipient of the kodak 
student scholarship (gold award) and the 
rod serling communications scholarship. 

his work proposes an art of the uncanny: a 
mode where narrative, ethnographic, and 
phenomenological techniques are used to 
explore strange borderlands where history 
and myth converge.
p.72-73

VIBRAFUSIONLAB
Vibrafusionlab is a development lab, 
educational centre, and presentation 
space where artists from around the world 
merge to add the sense of touch to their 
performances and works. Vibration arts, 
for the body.
p.29

VICKY MOUFAWAd-PAUL
Vicky moufawad-paul is a Toronto based 
curator and writer. she is the director/
curator at a space gallery. she has 
curated exhibitions across canada 
and published texts on a variety of art 
practices.
p.31

ZACHARY EPCAR
zachary epcar (b. 1987, san francisco) 
studied at bard college and is a current 
mfa candidate in the film, Video, 
animation, & new genres program at 
the university of Wisconsin milwaukee. 
his work has screened at the new york 
film festival, pacific film archive, ann 
arbor film festival, san francisco 
cinematheque’s crossroads, images 
festival, and others.
p.72-73

ZEINABU IRENE dAVIS
zeinabu irene davis is an african-
american filmmaker and professor of 
the department of communication at 
the university of california, san diego. 
her works in film include narrative, 
documentary and experimental film.
p.58-59

ZHIZI WANG
zhizi Wang is a video artist based in 
london, ontario. Through video collage, 
her work examines our position in digital 
spaces, and their corresponding impacts 
on individual memory and world-making. 
Wang is an mfa candidate at Western 
university.
p.34
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